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Abstract 
Yir016w (named Sdm1 for deficient in Separation of Daughter and Mother cells) was found in a 

screen for Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell separation-defective mutants, where yir016w cells were 

clumped together in groups of three or four. This gene was of special interest due to its ability to 

interact with Ace2 and members of the RAM (Regulation of Ace2 and Morphogeneis) network, 

which exert control over cell separation. This study aimed to elucidate the function of this 

previously uncharacterized gene YIR016W. 

The cell separation defect of sdm1 cells was found to be milder than that of RAM mutants, 

although still of statistical significance. Also, sdm1 cells neither showed the lack of polarization 

of the RAM mutants, nor any defects in the localization of Cts1, a key chitinase required for cell 

separation controlled by the transcription factor Ace2. Instead of a role in the RAM network, 

Sdm1 may play a role in protein trafficking, as sdm1 cells have vacuolar defects. 

This study also aimed to localize Sdm1. The protein responsible for Sdm1 expression is Ume6, a 

key transcriptional regulator of meiosis. While an Sdm1-GFP fusion was not visible under 

normal growth conditions, under meiosis-inducing conditions the signal was strong enough to be 

visualized. Using co-localization, Sdm1-GFP was found to be present in the Golgi body, and 

analysis of sdm1 cells show that they contained defects in the division of their vacuoles. These 

results point at additional functions of Sdm1, such as the control of mitosis-meiosis switching 

and protein processing and export.  

In addition, a second protein, Yol036w (termed Sdm2) was investigated, as it interacted with 

both the RAM network and Sdm1. yol036w cells showed no significant phenotypes in our 

screens, however, its interactions support the idea that it might also be involved in protein 

trafficking, or in cell wall biogenesis. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Cell division in eukaryotic cells involves a complex series of events. The eukaryotic cell cycle 

varies from organism to organism, but in all cases it must be highly regulated in order to prevent 

defects from being passed on to a cell’s progeny. The cell cycle can be divided into four main 

phases. In the Gap 1, or G1, phase, cells grow, synthesizing proteins and replicating organelles as 

they grow in size. During the Synthesis, or S, phase, cells replicate their DNA. Cells will 

continue to grow during the second Gap phase, G2. Finally, Mitosis, or M phase, occurs, during 

which nuclei divide. The physical separation of cells, or cytokinesis, will be carried out after the 

M phase. There are various checkpoints in place to ensure that all steps are carried out correctly. 

When cells are not dividing, or when they do not pass the checkpoints, they will enter a 

quiescent state, the Gap 0 phase, or G0.      

Studies of the cell cycle in simpler eukaryotes such as yeasts can help elucidate the process in 

more complex organisms such as mammals, and provide insight into their cellular mechanisms. 

With short reproductive times, a smaller number of genes, easy manipulation in laboratories, 

sequenced genomes and unicellular lifestyles, yeasts are a powerful tool in learning about 

eukaryotic cells. 

Following on the work of Ho and Haynes (Ho 2008) involving cell separation mutants in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a model organism for eukaryotic cells, I will investigate one such 

mutant. Cells lacking YIR016W, or SDM1 (deficient in Separation of Daughter and Mother cells) 

show a cell separation phenotype. This phenotype is milder than that of cells lacking ACE2 or 

genes of the RAM network (Regulation of Ace2 activity and cellular Morphogenesis), which 

regulate Ace2 and cell morphology (Ho 2008). Ace2 itself is a cell-cycle regulated transcription 

factor, which Sdm1 was shown to interact with, giving rise to the possibility that Sdm1 forms 

part of the RAM network. The characterization of sdm1 cells will be the main focus of this 

research, as well as the localization of Sdm1, leading into the elucidation of its function.    

This introduction will first explain the general principles of the cell cycle in fission and budding 

yeast, and the reasoning behind choosing budding yeast for these experiments. It will then 
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explain the cell cycle in budding yeast phase by phase, including cytokinesis, focusing on the 

role of the RAM network and Ace2. It will also give an overview of meiosis in budding yeast. 

Lastly, our current knowledge on Sdm1 will be presented, along with the aims for this project. 

    

1.1 General Principles of the Cell Cycle in Fission Yeast and Budding Yeast     

Studies of yeast cell cycle began in the fission yeast Schizzosaccharomyces pombe (S. pombe). 

As outlined in Sveiczer et al, 2002, the coordination of cell growth and division is in large part 

due to the action of a group of heterodimers which consist of one cyclin and one Cyclin-

Dependent Kinase, or CDK. S. pombe has only one essential CDK, Cdc2, which dimerizes with 

Cdc13 (Fisher and Nurse 1996). As the major trigger of both Synthesis (S) and Mitosis (M) 

phases of the cell cycle, Cdc2/Cdc13 is highly regulated. This regulation is carried out by 

Anaphase Promoting complex (APC) mediated degradation, Rum1 stabilization of Cdc2/Cdc13 

in a pre-Start form, and reversible phosphorylation by Wee1 (Russell and Nurse 1987; Labib et 

al. 1995; Blanco et al. 2000). This interference with Cdc2/Cdc13 is carried out at three 

checkpoints: before entering G1, before entering G2, and leaving mitosis. These checkpoints 

ensure cells are dividing correctly by monitoring cell size, the presence of pheromones and the 

absence of DNA damage (Hartwell and Weinert 1989; Novak et al. 1998; Sveiczer et al. 2002). 

Just as the activity of cyclins oscillates throughout the cell cycle, there are various proteins 

whose transcription itself varies throughout the cell cycle. The first description of transcription 

peaking at certain cell-cycle specific phases was for histone mRNA, in both fission and budding 

yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae) (Hereford et al. 1981; Matsumoto and Yanagida 

1985; Matsumoto et al. 1987). Overall, however, there are very few conserved cell-cycle 

regulated genes between S. cerevisiae and S. pombe (White et al. 1986; Dyczkowski and 

Vingron 2005). In S. pombe, there are three major sets of proteins that control cell cycle 

regulated transcription: the MCB Binding Factor, MBF, the Forkhead factors, and Ace2 

(reviewed in Bähler 2005), as seen in Figure 1A.  
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FIGURE 1. Transcriptional regulatory networks during the cell cycles of fission (A) and budding (B) 

yeast. Proteins sharing functions across the two species are grouped together in coloured geometrical 

shapes, and their corresponding cell cycle phases within the circles (M, G1, S, G2). Continuous lines 

indicate transcriptional regulation, hatched lines indicate posttranslational regulation. Adapted from 

Bähler, 2005.  

 

MBF controls the expression of genes peaking during G1/S phase, which contain an MCB (MluI 

cell-cycle box, conserved between fission and budding yeasts), MBF targets include genes 

involved in DNA replication and cell cycle control (White et al. 2001; Maqbool et al. 2003). 

Regulation of G2/M transcription is carried out by two transcription factors of the forkhead 

family, of which there are four in fission yeast. Sep1 and Fkh2 are the main factors involved in 

transcriptional activation of genes during M-phase (Buck et al. 2004). Mei4, on the other hand, 

acts in gene transcription during meiotic nuclear divisions, activating most middle genes  (Abe 

and Shimoda 2000; Mata et al. 2007), and Fhl1, which contains similarities to the budding yeast 

protein of the same name, controls ribosomal protein gene expression (Martin et al. 2004).  
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Regulation of genes with high M/G1 transcription is carried out by Ace2, which shares a 

homolog with the same name in budding yeast (Alonso-Nunez et al. 2005). Ace2 is required for 

cell separation, and activates transcription of various genes including eng1, which leads to 

degradation of the division septum (Martin-Cuadrado et al. 2003). Ace2 itself is regulated by the 

Forkhead transcription factors Sep1 and Fkh2 (Buck et al. 2004).  

When transcription factors of one cell cycle stage activate the transcription factors of the next 

cell cycle stage, cells undergo waves of transcription. Fission yeast, however, does not have a 

completely connected regulatory network, as can be seen in Figure 1A. Instead, it relies more 

heavily on posttranslational mechanisms. It also has a very long G2 phase, and therefore most of 

the cell-cycle dependent gene expression occurs in a very small time frame (Rustici et al. 2004). 

S. cerevisiae, on the other hand, has a fully connected network, as seen in figure 1B. MBF or 

SBF, as they have partially redundant functions, activate Fkh2 of the Forkhead family, Mcm1 

and Ndd1. These, in turn activate Ace2 and Swi5, also with partially redundant functions. 

 

1.2 Choice of Fungal Species     

While both S. pombe and S. cerevisiae are model fungal organisms, in this case S. cerevisiae was 

chosen as the organism to be used in our studies. Ace2, an important cell-cycle regulated 

transcription factor, could become clinically relevant as Candida glabrata ace2 cells were found 

to be hypervirulent in immunosuppressed mice (Kamran et al. 2004). C. glabrata shares a high 

degree of similarity with S. cerevisiae – more so than with Candida albicans– which makes 

findings on ACE2 in S. cerevisiae easily adapted back to medically relevant C. glabrata strains 

(MacCallum et al. 2006). S. cerevisiae makes a strong model organism for various reasons, not 

the least of which is its fully sequenced genome. This is accompanied by extensive annotations 

and databases, such as the Saccharomyces genome database (SGD, www.yeastgenome.org/), 

simplifying the gathering of information. There are also commercially available libraries of 

mutated strains. Around 96% of yeast heterozygotes have been knocked out (Winzeler et al. 

1999) and are commercially available from Open Biosystems 

(http://www.openbiosystems.com/GeneExpression/Yeast/YKO/), and 75% of the yeast proteome 

has been GFP-tagged (Huh et al. 2003).  
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A WU-BLAST search for regions of similarity to the Sdm1 and Sdm2 proteins has shown 

interesting results from other organisms, as seen in Tables A10 and A11. The WU-BLAST 

search can find multiple separated regions of similarity or homology, and calculate their joint 

probability (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/sss/wublast/). In the case of Sdm1, there were very few 

proteins from other organisms, and all of them had unknown functions. However, the majority of 

these uncharacterized proteins (from Lachancea thermotolerans, Tetrapisispora blattae, 

Vanderwaltozyma polyspora and C. glabrata) were also found to share similarities with Sdm2. 

There were more hits for Sdm2, including a hit with an e-value of 8.80E-240 in Saccharomyces 

arboricola, although as it is an uncharacterized protein, it is hard to draw conclusions as to 

potential overlaps in function. There were, however, Sdm2 hits for annotated proteins. These 

include a serine-threonine rich antigen from Staphylococcus warneri (encoded in locus 

A284_00700), a serine-rich adhesin for platelets from Staphylococcus epidermidis (sraP), a 

serine threonine rich antigen from S. epidermidis (encoded in locus SERP2281) and a putative 

serine-rich flocculin from Trichomonas vaginalis (locus TVAG_032240). These are likely to 

reflect the composition of the Sdm2 protein, high in serine and threonine, rather than its function, 

as the areas of overlap are not within known functional domains, and the overlap consists mostly 

of serine and threonine residues.  

 

1.3 Cell Cycle in Budding Yeast     

 

1.3.1 G1 – S phase 

The START checkpoint, late in the G1 phase, is the first point of commitment to cell division- 

once past START, cells will finish their current round of cell division irrespective of the signals 

they receive, such as the presence of mating factors (Hartwell et al. 1974). Progressing through 

START relies on three G1 cyclins, Cln1, 2 and 3, all of which can interact with the catalytic 

subunit of the single S. cerevisiae cyclin dependent kinase (CDK), Cdc28 (Cross 1995).  
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Cln3 is important for cell size control, a minimum size threshold that allows passage to the S 

phase (Hartwell and Unger 1977; Cross 1988; Nash et al. 1988). When a cell has reached the 

minimum cell size required, it begins a cascade that activates transcription of CLN1 and CLN2, 

among other genes, which lead to bud formation and the continuation of the cell cycle (Stuart 

and Wittenberg 1995; Ferrezuelo et al. 2010).  

In order to prevent the early import of Cln3 into the nucleus, and therefore incorrect entry into S-

phase, Cln3 is held in the cytosolic face of the ER during early G1 (Aldea et al. 2007; Verges et 

al. 2007), as seen in Figure 2. Binding of Cln3 to the ER requires Whi3 and Cdc28. Whi3 

initially confines translation of CLN3 mRNA to specific areas of the cytosolic ER, were Cdc28 is 

also recruited. Cdc28 may serve as a bridge between Cln3 and ER scaffolding structures, as the 

interaction between Cdc28 and Cln3 is required for ER retention (Cross and Blake 1993; Gari et 

al. 2001; Wang et al. 2004).  

 

FIGURE 2. Diagram representing retention and subsequent nuclear localization of Cln3. Cln3 mRNA is 

retained in the Endoplasmic Reticulum, ER, by the chaperone Ydj1, and released to trigger cell cycle 

entry. The Cln3 protein will form a complex with Cdc28, which will be anchored to the ER through the 

action of Whi3. Cln3 will then lock Ssa1 and Ssa2 into a complex with Cdc28 in early G1, thereby 

preventing Cln3’s early nuclear import. Once cells are in late G1, an increase in Ydj1 levels will unlock 

the Ssa1/2 complex, releasing Cln3 form the ER, allowing its nuclear import, Whi5 phosphorylation, and 

triggering Start. From Aldea et al. 2007. 
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In addition, Cln3 can regulate the Hsp70-type molecular chaperones Ssa1 and Ssa2. These 

chaperones associate with Cdc28 and prevent premature Cln3 nuclear import. In late G1, the 

protein Ydj1 unlocks the Ssa1/2 complex through its ATPase activity, triggering Cln3 release 

and nuclear accumulation, as outlined in Figure 2. Therefore, cells only progress once a 

threshold level of Ydj1 is achieved (Yaglom et al. 1996; Aldea et al. 2007; Verges et al. 2007).    

Ydj1 levels are constant throughout the cell cycle, therefore the availability of Ydj1 allows for 

correctly timed Cln3 release. Ydj1 has the additional function of keeping peptides in a competent 

state for translocation into the ER lumen (Caplan et al. 1992). When ribosome biogenesis levels 

are high, Ydj1 will be bound to other peptides, thereby compromising its ability to release Cln3 

(Fantes 1977; Mitchison and Nurse 1985; Verges et al. 2007). This links ribosome biogenesis, 

and therefore cell growth rate, to the critical size threshold (Baroni et al. 1989; Jorgensen et al. 

2002; Jorgensen et al. 2004; Verges et al. 2007).  

Additionally, glucose helps set cell size independently from its role as an energy source, as 

signalling through the Gpr1/Gpa2 pathway modulates the Protein content at Start, termed Ps 

(Alberghina et al. 2003; Vanoni et al. 2005). cAMP levels and cAMP pathway hyperactivation 

have an effect as well, almost doubling Ps in certain cases (Baroni et al. 1992). The critical size 

needed to enter S phase is not only modulated by nutrient availability, but also increases in 

proportion with ploidy (Rupes 2002; Wells 2002; Vanoni et al. 2005). 

Once Cln3 is free, it can enter the nucleus with Cdc28, and this Cln3/Cdc28 complex 

phosphorylates Whi5 to activate SBF and MBF dependent transcription, and S phase transition 

(Cosma et al. 2001; Costanzo et al. 2004; de Bruin et al. 2004), as shown on the top branch of 

Figure 3. Additionally, Cln3/Cdc28 will phosphorylate both the SBF (SCB Binding Factor), a 

Swi6-Swi4 heterodimer, and the MBF (MCB Binding Factor), a Swi6-Mbp1 heterodimer, as 

seen in the lower two branches of Figure 3 (Spellman et al. 1998; Wittenberg and Reed 2005). 

This will allow SBF and MBF to recruit RNA Polymerase II to transcribe genes containing an 

SCB or MCB (MBF dependent Cell cycle Box) region in their promoters, respectively (Stuart 

and Wittenberg 1994; Spellman et al. 1998).  

Studies by Iyer et al. and Igual et al. show that SBF and MBF promote the transcription of 

different sets of genes. SBF activates genes primarily involved in budding (MNN1, SCW4), 
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membrane and cell wall biosynthesis (FKS1, GAS1, CSH3), mating (HO) and polarized growth 

(PCL1, PCL2); MBF, on the other hand, activates genes that are mostly involved in DNA 

replication and repair (RAD51, POL1, RFA2, CLB6) (Igual et al. 1996; Iyer et al. 2001). 

 

FIGURE 3. Diagram representing some of the events of late G1. Cln3/Cdc28 will phosphorylate Whi5, 

removing it from the SCB. Cln3/Cdc28 also phosphorylates the SBF (Swi6/Swi4 heterodimer) and the 

MBF (Swi6/Mbp1 heterodimer), which in turn allow transcription of genes containing an SCB and MCB 

region, respectively, including CLN1, CLN2, CLB5 and CLB6. 

 

 

In addition, SBF and MBF lead to the transcription of a wave of cyclins- Cln1, Cln2, Clb5 and 

Clb6. Cln1 and Cln2, when bound to Cdc28, can trigger bud formation, spindle pore body 

duplication and Sic1 phosphorylation, leading to its degradation (Dirick et al. 1995), as seen in 

the top branch of Figure 4. Cln1/Cdc28 and Clb2/Cdc28 also increase transcription of CLN1 and 

CLN2, causing a positive feedback loop mechanism (Cross and Tinkelenberg 1991). 

Sic1 prevents premature DNA replication by Clb5,6/Cdc28, thus showing control of one branch 

by the other. Now Clb5 and Clb6 can bind to Cdc28, leading to DNA replication and S phase 

progression, as seen on the lower branch of Figure 4 (Schwob et al. 1994; Clotet and Posas 2007; 

Tripodi et al. 2007).  
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FIGURE 4. Diagram representing the events leading to the S phase.  Cln1/2 bind to Cdc28 in order to 

start bud formation, spindle pole body (SPB) duplication and Sic1 degradation. After Sic1 degradation 

Cln5/6, Cdc28 activity will rise, leading to DNA replication and the onset of S phase.  

 

1.3.2 G2 – M phase 

Various factors are required to regulate transcription of certain genes in the G2/M transition, 

these include the forkhead transcription factors Fkh1 and Fkh2 (Zhu et al. 2000; Bähler 2005). 

They recognize Forkhead/Swi Five Factor (SFF) binding sites in the promoters of CLB2 cluster 

genes. However, Fkh1 and Fkh2 have different binding affinities: Fkh1 binds less efficiently 

when the CLB2 cluster is close to an Mcm1 binding site (Spellman et al. 1998; Hollenhorst et al. 

2001). Fkh2 binds more strongly to these sites, as it can form a complex with Mcm1 on these 

gene promoters. This cooperative binding allows Fkh2 to efficiently bind the CLB2 promoter 

(Hollenhorst et al. 2001; Boros et al. 2003).  

In order for the CLB2 cluster to be transcribed, however, further proteins need to be recruited. 

Ndd1 is a co-activator which does not bind DNA, but is needed for Mcm1, Fkh2 and Fkh1 to 
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bind CLB2 cluster promoters (Darieva et al. 2003; Pic-Taylor et al. 2004). In turn, in order for 

the Mcm1/Fkh2/Ndd1 complex to be formed, Ndd1 needs to be phosphorylated by Clb2/Cdc28 

and Cdc5, both of which are in the CLB2 cluster of genes, and Fkh2 needs to be phosphorylated 

by Clb2/Cdc28 (Darieva et al. 2003; Pic-Taylor et al. 2004; Darieva et al. 2006). Clb2, therefore, 

has a prominent role in the positive feedback control of CLB2 transcription (Amon et al. 1993). 

This is summarized in Figure 5. 

The genes activated during G2/M transition include SWI5, ACE2, CLB1, CLB2 and CDC5 

(Dohrmann et al. 1992; Althoefer et al. 1995).  

 

 

FIGURE 5. CLB2 gene expression. The Mcm1-Fkh2-Ndd1 complex forms on the promoters of genes that 

are part of the CLB2 cluster (labelled CLB2 promoter, in grey). Clb2 and Cdc5, both in the CLB2 cluster, 

are part of a positive feedback loop which strengthens the activation of CLB2 cluster gene expression, by 

phosphorylating and activating Ndd1 and Fkh2. Adapted from Darieva et al. 2003. 
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1.3.3 M – G1 phase 

Two networks are responsible for the transition from mitosis back to the G1 phase- The Cdc 

Fourteen Early Anaphase Release network, FEAR, and the Mitotic Exit Network, MEN 

(coulored in green and orange, respectively, in Figure 6). Sister chromatids need to be separated, 

which involves the cleavage of cohesin. This is carried out by Cdc20/APC (Anaphase Promoting 

Complex), which is also responsible for the degradation of mitotic cyclins, and the FEAR 

network (Uhlmann et al. 1999; Seshan and Amon 2004). 

The FEAR network consists of Cdc5, a polo kinase, Esp1, a separase, Slk19, associated with 

kinetochores and Spo12 (Stegmeier et al. 2002; Bosl and Li 2005), as seen in the green shaded 

region of Figure 6. As well as causing the separation of chromosomes, the FEAR network is 

responsible for the release of Cdc14 (Stegmeier et al. 2002). Cdc5 regulates the phosphorylative 

state of one of Cdc14’s captors, Net1, which is responsible for its sequestration in the nucleolus 

(Visintin et al. 1999; Shou et al. 2002). This occurs during early anaphase.  

The MEN is comprised of Tem1, Lte1, Cdc15, Dbf2/Dbf20, Cdc5, Mob1, and Cdc14 (Shou et 

al. 1999). The MEN checks the spindle position of the cell; if it is correct, Cdc14 is fully 

released during late anaphase and telophase, leading to mitotic exit, if not, Cdc14 is returned to 

the nucleolus (Pereira et al. 2002; Stegmeier et al. 2002). Only when the Spindle Pole Body 

(SPB, the yeast equivalent of a microtubule organizing centre which lacks centrioles) is at the tip 

of the bud and the daughter cell has received genetic material will cells exit mitosis. Two 

members of the MEN are involved: Lte1 is sequestered at the bud cortex, while Tem1 is in the 

SPB. If the spindle is properly aligned, they will meet and cause release of Cdc14 (Bardin et al. 

2000; Pereira et al. 2002).  
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FIGURE 6. Signalling events occurring between the separation of sister chromatids and cytokinesis. The 

APC/Cdc20 complex initiates sister chromatid separation, as well as activating the FEAR pathway. The 

FEAR helps complete chromatid separation and causes a temporary early Cdc14 release from the 

nucleolus. The MEN will then sustain this release, as well as control spindle pore migration, breakdown 

of mitotic cyclins and cytokinesis. From Bosl, Li 2005. 

 

 

1.4 Cell Separation      

Once cells finish replicating their DNA and cellular components into two distinct cells, these 

cells must separate from one another in what is known as the cell separation process. The cell 

wall of S. cerevisiae is a combination of glucose polysaccharides (glucans), mannoproteins and 

chitin. Chitin forms only a small proportion of the cell wall, but can be found in higher quantities 

in the neck and primary septum of cells (Cabib et al. 2001). The septum is a thick, specialized 

cell wall that prevents lysis of mother and daughter cells as they separate. Before septum 

creation, a ring of chitin has to be deposited around the neck by chitin synthase Chs3. At the end 
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of meiosis, a second chitin synthase, Chs2, will localize to this neck and deposit the primary 

septum. The secondary septa are then created on both the mother and daughter side. These 

secondary septa have a composition that is similar to that of the cell wall. (Bi 2001; Cabib et al. 

2001; Walther and Wendland 2003; Cabib 2004) 

In order for cells to separate, the septa, which maintain the daughter and mother cells attached, 

need to be degraded. The chitinase Cts1 degrades the primary septum at the neck (Kuranda and 

Robbins 1991). Other glucanases then hydrolyse the secondary septum and cell wall. These 

include Eng1/Dse4 (Colman-Lerner et al. 2001), Scw11 (Cappellaro et al. 1998), Dse2 (Doolin 

et al. 2001), and Egt2 (Kovacech et al. 1996; Svarovsky and Palecek 2005). The degradation is 

not symmetric: daughter-specific expression of hydrolytic enzymes leads to a reduced ‘birth 

scar’, whereas the mother cell has a more prominent ‘bud scar’ (Colman-Lerner et al. 2001). The 

birth scar needs to be repaired so the components of the cell cannot escape through the overly-

degraded scar, this is carried out by chitin synthase Chs1 (Cabib et al. 1989). As previously 

mentioned, Ace2 is responsible for the transcription of genes involved in this separation, such as 

CTS1, SCW11, DSE1 and DSE2, while Ace2 and Swi5 can both regulate EGT2. 

 

1.4.1 RAM network     

Ace2 is regulated by a network of proteins called the RAM, or Regulation of Ace2 and 

Morphology, network (Nelson et al. 2003). It consists of at least six proteins: Mob2, a member 

of the Mob family of proteins, Cbk1, part of the nuclear Dbf2-related (NDR) family of Serine-

Threonine protein kinases, Tao3, where tao3 activates expression of the cis-Golgi encoding 

mannosyltransferase OCH1 (Du and Novick 2002), Sog2, containing leucine-rich repeats, Hym1, 

a homolog of the Aspergillus nidulans HymA responsible for correct conidiophores development 

(Karos and Fischer 1999; Dorland et al. 2000) and Kic1, another Serine-Threonine kinase 

(Sullivan et al. 1998; Racki et al. 2000; Weiss et al. 2002; Nelson et al. 2003), as shown in 

figure 7.  

The proposed mode of function of the RAM network is as follows: Kic1, Sog2 and Hym1 

together form a complex that can activate the Mob2 and Cbk1 complex (Nelson et al. 2003). 
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Tao3 and Ssd1, the latter of which is not part of the RAM network, separately activate Cbk1 and 

Mob2, which can then interact with Ace2, leading to cell separation, as shown in figure 7 

(Kaeberlein and Guarente 2002). Studies by Brace et al, 2011, suggest that Cdc14, once released 

by the FEAR and MEN, also helps promote transcription of Ace2 target genes, by 

dephosphorylating Cbk1 such that it might form the Cbk1/Mob2/Ace2 complex more efficiently 

(Brace et al. 2011).    

Cbk1 and Mob2 also regulate cell polarity through an alternative pathway (Nelson et al. 2003; 

Kurischko et al. 2005). Cbk1 is required for polarized secretion, the formation of post-Golgi 

secretory vesicles and for normal morphology of the vacuole. This links the RAM network to 

Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER)/Golgi trafficking (Kurischko et al. 2008). Cbk1 mutations also 

lead to a fertility defect and a reduction in the expression of mating type-specific genes (Bourens 

et al. 2009). 

 

 

FIGURE 7. A proposed model of the RAM network. Tao3, Ssd1 and the Kic1-Sog2-Hym1 complex all 

activate Mob2-Cbk1. The Mob2-Cbk1 complex then acts on Ace2, which activates the transcription of 

genes involved in cell separation, and also controls polarized growth. Adapted from Ho 2008. 

 

RAM mutant cells are viable in backgrounds where a defective allele of SSD1, ssd1-d, is present 

(such as the W303 background), which is why most studies of RAM network mutants are carried 
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out in ssd1-d backgrounds (Nelson et al. 2003). The role of Ssd1 was unknown until recently; 

however, studies by Jansen and Kurischko shed some light on a possible function. 

Overexpression of SSD1 is toxic (Jansen et al. 2009), and this toxicity is tied to the ability of 

Ssd1 to enter the nucleus, bind mRNA and transport it to P-bodies and stress granules, which are 

generated under cellular stress conditions (Kurischko et al. 2011a; Kurischko et al. 2011b). The 

ability of Ssd1 to enter and exit the nucleus through its NLS and NES is very important for its 

mRNA displacement role, and Ssd1 may be able to bind nascent mRNA co-transcriptionally 

(Kurischko et al. 2011a). Cbk1 regulates Ssd1 by phosphorylating it (Jansen et al. 2009), as 

phosphorylated Ssd1 localizes to the bud cortex, where it deposits mRNA of genes involved in 

bud growth and cell wall biogenesis (such as CTS1, DSE2 and SUN4) (Hogan et al. 2008; 

Kurischko et al. 2011b). When Cbk1 cannot phosphorylate Ssd1, or when under stress, Ssd1 will 

halt bud growth by sequestering mRNA (Kurischko et al. 2011b). This redirection may be what 

causes cbk1 cells to lyse, as without Cbk1 phosphorylation, Ssd1 would sequester cell wall-

related mRNAs to the P-bodies or stress granules, and the cell wall might not expand with the 

growing bud.   

Cbk1 also shows a variety of other roles. Cbk1 helps Bck2 and Sdp1 transition away from their 

stressed location in the cytoplasmic puncta, mediating recovery from heat shock (Kuravi et al. 

2011), and Cbk1, along with Hym1, helps the Sin3/Rpd3 complex repress gene expression – see 

section 1.5, Meiosis, and (Dorland et al. 2000). 

1.4.2 Ace2     

Interestingly, in Candida glabrata, ACE2 was found to be the first gene that, when disrupted, 

increased virulence in a mouse model of infection (Kamran et al. 2004). As with S. cerevisiae 

ace2 strains, C. glabrata ace2 cells show a clumping phenotype, but this did not seem to be 

responsible for their hypervirulent phenotype, as chitinase treated cells still caused mortality in 

hosts (Kamran et al. 2004). The clumping phenotype found in ace2 cells is due to a defect in cell 

separation. 

In S. cerevisiae, Ace2 is a transcription factor that regulates M/G1 gene expression (Simon et al. 

2001). Ace2 slows daughter cell progress through G1, allowing the cell to reach a critical size 

before reproducing (Laabs et al. 2003). This occurs because Ace2 has control over CLN3 
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expression, increasing the minimum size requirement before the START checkpoint can be 

cleared (Di Talia et al. 2009). Ace2 expression is regulated by the Mcm1/Fkh2/Ndd1 complex 

(Simon et al. 2001), as is that of its homologue, Swi5 (Boros et al. 2003).  

Ace2 and Swi5 share 37% similarity overall (Butler and Thiele 1991), while their DNA binding 

domains share 95% similarity, and they bind the same sequences in vitro (Dohrmann et al. 

1996). However, in vivo they target the activation of different genes – Ace2 activates the 

transcription of CTS1, which encodes the S. cerevisiae chitinase, while Swi5 can activate only 

basal levels of CTS1 expression. The reverse is true for activation of HO, which changes yeast 

mating types (McBride et al. 1999). An explanation for this is that Fkh1 and Fkh2 bind the 

Negative Regulatory Element (NRE) sequences present upstream of Ace2 target genes, 

preventing Swi5 from binding them, and therefore transcribing them (Voth et al. 2007).  

Ace2 is responsible for the activation of multiple genes, some of which can also be activated by 

Swi5. Ace2 activates CTS1, a gene encoding a chitinase responsible for the degradation of the 

primary septum between mother and daughter cells (Dohrmann et al. 1992), SCW11, encoding a 

glucanase located in the cell wall also required for separation (Bidlingmaier et al. 2001; Doolin 

et al. 2001), DSE1, encoding a protein which may play a role in cell wall metabolism (Doolin et 

al. 2001) and DSE2, a gene encoding a secreted protein which separates daughter and mother 

cells by degrading the cell wall (Colman-Lerner et al. 2001).  

Ace2 and Swi5 can both activate SIC1, which deactivates B-cyclin kinases and is involved in 

mitotic exit (Toyn et al. 1997), RME1, which prevents cells from entering meiosis by repressing 

transcription of IME1 (Toone et al. 1995), ASH1, encoding a zinc finger protein inhibitor of HO 

transcription (Bobola et al. 1996), EGT2, encoding a cell wall endoglucanase required for 

effective cell separation (Kovacech et al. 1996), NIS1, encoding a septin binding protein which 

localizes to the bud neck (Iwase and Toh-e 2001), AMN1, deactivating Cdc14 during MEN 

activation, (Wang et al. 2003; Wang and Ng 2006) and DSE3, which has daughter specific 

expression but no known function (Colman-Lerner et al. 2001).  

Ace2 and Swi5 are also partially responsible for the expression of PIR2, encoding a heat shock 

protein that is secreted and attached to the cell wall (Kapteyn et al. 1999) and PST1, a cell wall 

protein activated when the cell wall is damaged (Pardo et al. 2004).   
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Sbia et al. found that Ace2 accumulation in the nucleus and binding of DNA target sequences 

occurred 10 minutes later than that of Swi5 (Sbia et al. 2008). After arresting cells at metaphase 

they were released, and binding of the transcription factors to target sequences was found to 

occur 30 to 50 minutes after release for Ace2, compared to 15 to 40 minutes after release for 

Swi5. To find which regions of the Ace2 and Swi5 proteins were responsible for this difference, 

Sbia et al. used chimeras of Ace2 and Swi5, joining alternating regions at points of high 

homology (see figure 8). While their DNA binding domains and Nuclear Localization Signals 

(NLS) are homologous, Swi5’s ‘D’ region (bases 394-521) is required for HO activation, while 

Ace2’s ‘D’ region (470-575) cannot compensate for this activity. In contrast, Ace2 has a number 

of regions with determined functions: the ‘AB’ region (1-301) contained its Nuclear Export 

Sequence (NES) and was found to interact with Cbk1 in yeast-2-hybrid experiments, and its ‘C’ 

region (302-469) is required for CTS1 activation. 

   

 

FIGURE 8. Schematic drawing of the Ace2 and Swi5 proteins showing regions of homology. Regions of 

Ace2 and Swi5, designated as A, B, C, D, E, and F, are indicated. Segments with high homology between 

the two proteins are indicated by the vertical lines; the three homology segments in the N-terminal region 

are 20–27 amino acids long, and the segment covering region E and part of F is 162 amino acids 

(McBride et al. 1999). The zinc finger DNA-binding domain region is indicated as are the NLSs, the 

regions specifically required for CTS1 and HO activation (McBride et al. 1999), and the G128E 

substitution. The NES is in region A (Jensen et al. 2000), the interaction with Cbk1 in B (Racki et al. 

2000). From Sbia et al, 2008. 
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The reason why Swi5 and Ace2 accumulate in a time-dependent manner is their cell-cycle 

dependent expression. Ace2 is active between the end of M phase and the beginning of G1 phase 

(Simon et al. 2001). During this time, it drives the transcription of its target genes, which are 

responsible for progression through the cell cycle. Colman-Lerner et al. proposed a model for 

Ace2’s expression and regulation during the cell cycle (Figure 9). In this model, Ace2 is initially 

expressed in the G2 phase, but is restricted to the cytoplasm by phosphorylation of its NLS by 

Cdc28, and potentially also Pho85 (Mazanka and Weiss 2010). During anaphase, Cdc28 kinase 

levels are reduced, while at the same time, Cdc14 levels are increased. Cdc14 dephosphorylates 

the NES of Ace2, as well as the NLS of Swi5 (Weiss et al. 2002) (Visintin et al. 1998). As 

Ace2’s NLS becomes dephosphorylated, Ace2 can enter daughter and mother nuclei. It is 

believed to enter in a complex with two proteins: Cbk1 and Mob2, members of the RAM 

network. Cbk1 is known to regulate Ace2 activity (Racki et al. 2000), but can also be regulated 

by it (Jansen et al. 2006). Cbk1 regulates Ace2 by phosphorylating its NES (Weiss et al. 2002). 

When the NES of Ace2 is phosphorylated, it is unable to bind Crm1, its nuclear exporter, thereby 

causing retention of Ace2 in the nucleus (Bourens et al. 2008). The NES of Ace2 needs to be 

continuously phosphorylated in order to retain Ace2 in the nucleus, as the phosphorylation is 

only temporary and an exposed NES causes immediate Ace2 nuclear export (Mazanka and 

Weiss 2010). Cbk1 also phosphorylates a site distant to the NES, which most likely increases 

Ace2 activity (Mazanka et al. 2008). Permanent phosphorylation causes Ace2 to be retained in 

both daughter and mother nuclei (Sbia et al. 2008), strengthening this theory. In normal 

situations, Ace2’s NES is only phosphorylated in daughter cell nuclei, leading to its export from 

the mother cell nuclei. This asymmetry begins in anaphase, when the nuclei are elongated but 

still undivided (Boettcher et al. 2012). 
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FIGURE 9. Schematic representation of Ace2 phosphorylation and localization in mother (left) and 

daughter (right) cells. A) Before anaphase, Cdc28 phosphorylates Ace2, causing its cytoplasmic retention. 

B) During anaphase, Cdc28 levels are reduced and Ace2 can enter the nucleus with Cbk1 and Mob2. In 

the mother, left, the complex is exported by Crm1, whereas in the daughter, right, Ace2 will activate 

expression of its target genes. Adapted from Ho, 2008. 
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1.5 Meiosis 

Meiosis is triggered by a variety of conditions, including lack of a nitrogen source in the 

presence of a non-fermentable carbon source, and leads to the formation of spores, which can 

endure harsh environmental conditions until the cells encounter conditions more favourable for 

growth (Freese et al. 1982). It can be divided into three major phases (Mitchell 1994). The first 

phase involves progressing from the mitotic G1 phase into the premeiotic S phase, when the first 

round of DNA replication occurs, including pairing and recombination of DNA homologues. In 

the second phase, meiotic divisions give rise to four haploid nuclei. The Spindle Pole Bodies 

(SPBs) become prospore membranes, where secretion is redirected. The prospore membrane 

grows and engulfs the nuclei, while other organs are transported into the growing spores. The 

membrane then closes and cytokinesis occurs. The last phase involves assembly of the spore cell 

wall, compaction of chromatin and regeneration of those organelles that remained in the ascus. 

Each phase has associated genes expressed during that phase, with common regulatory elements, 

ensuring they are activated in the correct order. 

Repression of sporulation-related genes during vegetative growth is highly efficient, and cells in 

the early stages of meiosis may still return to vegetative growth if nutrients are reintroduced, 

even if recombination has already occurred (Zenvirth et al. 1997).  

Ume6 represses the transcription of early genes containing the regulatory element URS1 in their 

promoters during vegetative growth (Park et al. 1992). It recruits two co-repressor complexes 

through parallel pathways: Sin3/Rpd3, which leads to local deacetylation of chromatin, and Isw2, 

which establishes an inactive chromatin structure by changing nucleosome positions (Kadosh 

and Struhl 1997; Goldmark et al. 2000), as shown in Figure 10A. Middle genes are repressed 

through their Middle Sporulation Elements (MSEs), where Sum1 recruits Hst1 through Rfm1 to 

promote an inactive chromatin structure (Xie et al. 1999; McCord et al. 2003), as seen in Figure 

10B. The Ssn6/Tup1 complex is required for late gene repression, and is recruited by unknown 

DNA binding proteins (Friesen et al. 1997; Mizuno et al. 1998), as shown in Figure 10C.  
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FIGURE 10. Repression of sporulation-specific genes during vegetative growth. A) Early genes are 

repressed by Ume6, which binds to a specific site in promoters of early genes and recruits two complexes, 

Sin3-Rpd3 histone deacetylase, and Isw2 chromatin remodelling complex. B) Middle genes are repressed 

by Sum1 which recruits histone deacetylase Hst1 via Rmf1. C) Repression of late genes is dependent on 

Ssn6 and Tup1, however, the exact mechanism of repression is not clear. From Piekarska et al. 2010.   

  

 

Upon interaction with Ime1, the key regulator of sporulation, Ume6’s interaction with Sin3 is 

disrupted, and meiosis-specific genes are activated instead of repressed (Rubin-Bejerano et al. 

1996; Washburn and Esposito 2001). Effective induction also requires RSC or Gcn1 from the 

chromatin remodelling machinery (Inai et al. 2007). 

IME1 is tightly controlled at the transcriptional, post-transcriptional and post-translational level 

by various factors. IME1 expression is prevented by the presence of nitrogen and glucose, Rme1 

prevents IME1 expression in haploids and acetate activates IME1 expression (Kassir et al. 1988; 

Covitz et al. 1991). Its activation starts the early translational wave of URS1 genes, which 

includes Ime2 and Ndt80 (Smith and Mitchell 1989; Chu and Herskowitz 1998). 

Ndt80 starts the second phase of spore formation. In addition to activation by the Ime1/Ume6 

complex, it is also regulated by Ime2 and Cdc28 (Benjamin et al. 2003; Shin et al. 2010). It 

contains a Middle Sporulation Element, MSE, which Sum1 uses to repress early expression, but 

Ndt80 itself can bind, removing Sum1 and enhancing its own transcription (Xie et al. 1999; Pak 

and Segall 2002). Sum1 is also removed by Ime2, further preventing its premature expression 

(Shin et al. 2010). A similar pattern seems to occur in Ndt80 regulated genes: a balance between 

Sum1 repression and Ndt80 activation at the MSE determines when the gene is expressed and 

when it is repressed (Klutstein et al. 2010). 

Control of the mid-late and late phases is not as well understood. The mid-late phase probably 

occurs after closure of the prospore membrane, and includes the induction of a few genes, such 

as DIT1 and DIT2, involved in spore wall assembly (Briza et al. 1990; Primig et al. 2000). The 
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late phase includes genes involved in a variety of different processes, although a large proportion 

of them are induced by stress, indicating that the late phase may be a stress response (Primig et 

al. 2000).        

Genes in the early phase, which Ume6 helps regulate, can be further divided into three categories. 

There are 62 Early I genes (the first to be expressed), 47 Early II genes (expressed after Early I 

genes) and 95 Early-Middle genes (expressed after Early I and re-induced with Middle genes). 

Early I and II genes are involved in homologous pairing, synapsis and recombination, as well as 

pachytene checkpoint functions, while Early-mid genes are involved in Spindle Pole Body (SPB) 

dynamics or chromatid behaviour (Chu and Herskowitz 1998; Vershon and Pierce 2000).  

There are two different pathways for the activation of early genes, the Ime1 dependent and the 

Ime2 dependent. 

The Ime1 dependent pathway involves the Ume6/Ime1 complex, stabilized by Rim11 and Rim15, 

activating target genes (Vidan and Mitchell 1997; Xiao and Mitchell 2000). There are two 

proposed mechanisms for Ume6 promoting transcriptional activation: either Ume6 can switch 

from being a repressor to an activator through Ime1 association, or Ume6 is degraded in 

sporulating cells, which requires a temporary interaction with Ime1 (Bowdish et al. 1995; Rubin-

Bejerano et al. 1996; Mallory et al. 2007).  

Ime2 controls the G1-S transition by decreasing Sic1 levels, thereby repressing Sic1 inhibition of 

Clb-Cdc28 kinase (Benjamin et al. 2003). This bypasses the need for the mitotic START 

checkpoint (Dirick et al. 1998). Ime2 also promotes S-M phase transition by phosphorylating 

and activating Ndt80, activator of middle genes (Benjamin et al. 2003). It further controls 

chromosome segregation through the APC/C complex and targets Ime1 for degradation through 

phosphorylation (Bolte et al. 2002; Guttmann-Raviv et al. 2002).  

The early phase also brings about changes in mRNA modification and processing– bulk mRNA 

is N6-adenosine methylated by Ime4 during sporulation, including Ime1 and Ime2 transcripts, 

which is required for effective sporulation (Clancy et al. 2002; Bodi et al. 2010). Meiosis-

specific splicing is another method of gene control during sporulation, affecting around twenty 

genes (Juneau et al. 2007). This could be achieved through the action of Mer1. Mer1 is a splicing 
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enhancer for mRNAs involved in the pairing and recombination of homologous chromosomes 

(Engebrecht and Roeder 1990; Engebrecht et al. 1991; Nakagawa and Ogawa 1999; Tsubouchi 

et al. 2006).  

1.6 Sdm1     

Following the work done on Ace2 (see section 1.2.2), Ho, 2008 conducted a screen of cell 

separation defective mutants, yielding 217 open reading frames (ORFs), including eleven 

uncharacterized ORFs. The screen consisted of the examination of cells within the YKO, Yeast 

Kock out library (Giaever et al. 2002), and Tet-YKO, The yeast Tet-promoters Hughes 

Collection (yTHC) (Mnaimneh et al. 2004), libraries, and identified strains where over 50% of 

the cells were aggregated into groups of three or more. 

 

One uncharacterized mutant, YIR016W, was believed to play an important role in cell separation, 

and thus was termed defective in Separation of Daughter and Mother cells (SDM1). Sdm1 was 

found to interact with Cbk1 and Mob2 of the RAM network in a yeast-2-hybrid assay (Ho 2008). 

The assay also revealed other binding partners for Sdm1, including nuclear transporter Kap104 

(Lee and Aitchison 1999), Yrb2, a nuclear exporter (Taura et al. 1998), and Ypi1, the Glc7 

regulator (Garcia-Gimeno et al. 2003).  

Based on its interactions, Sdm1 was proposed to have a role in cell separation, perhaps through 

the control of Ace2 export from the mother nucleus. Sdm1 potentially binds Cbk1- perhaps 

Sdm1 regulates Ace2 through this interaction. Cbk1, Mob2 and Ace2 rely on each other to 

translocate into the nucleus (Colman-Lerner et al. 2001), as was seen in Figure 9. The interaction 

between Sdm1 and Cbk1 might lead to an increase in the ability of Cbk1 to phosphorylate the 

NES of Ace2, now masked and therefore accumulating in the nucleus.  

Though the export of Ace2 from the nucleus is known to be carried out by Crm1, the method for 

its nuclear import is unknown (Bourens et al. 2008). Based on Yeast-2-Hybrid results, Sdm1 is 

suggested to interact with Kap104, an importer (Ho 2008), but Ace2 does not. Instead, it is likely 

that Ace2 enters the nucleus in the same way as Swi5 does: through the Impα/Impβ complex. 

This is because both have a conserved Nuclear Localization Signal, or NLS (Hahn et al. 2008). 
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Another Sdm1 binding partner found in a yeast-2-hybrid screen was Sbf2, a component of COPII 

coated vesicles (Ho 2008). These vesicles play a role in the sorting of cargo for vesicle transport, 

which are important for polarized growth, cell wall biosynthesis and cell integrity (for a review, 

see (Hughes and Stephens 2008). Yol036w (named Sdm2), a paralogue and binding partner of 

Sdm1, can bind Trs120 (Ho 2008), which mediates early endosome trafficking (Cai et al. 2005). 

Taken together, these results suggest a role for Sdm1 in the trafficking of proteins.  

Sdm1 can also bind to Ubx5 (Ho 2008), involved in the degradation of cellular components 

(Schuberth et al. 2004). While this interaction may be due to Sdm1 being ubiquitinated, and 

therefore targeted for breakdown by Ubx5, it may also be that Sdm1 regulates Ubx5 activity. 

Protein degradation was found to be overrepresented in cell separation defect screens; it may be 

a pathway by which Sdm1 regulates cell separation. This same pathway regulates the sorting of 

lysosome proteins, such as carboxypeptidase S and dipeptidylaminopeptidase (Katzmann et al. 

2001), which by extension Sdm1 may be a part of. Lack of lysosomal enzymes might lead to a 

deficiency in septum degradation, thereby giving rise to a cell separation defect. Figure 11 

contains a summary of all predicted interactions of Sdm1 and Sdm2. 

SDM1 expression is reduced eight to ten fold in ume6 strains (Williams et al. 2002). Ume6 is a 

transcription factor responsible for coupling metabolic responses to nutritional cues with the 

initiation and progression of meiosis- half of the Ume6-regulated genes are involved in meiosis 

and a quarter in metabolism, giving a possibility that Sdm1 may be involved in these processes 

as well (Strich et al. 1994; Williams et al. 2002).  

Ho, 2008 also carried out investigations on the structure of the Sdm1 protein; they used NMR to 

look at purified Sdm1, expressed in the Pichia pastoris system. However, the Sdm1 protein 

appears to be largely unfolded, possessing large unfolded domains, or aggregated. Additional 

information was gathered through PHYRE (Protein Homology/analogY Recognition Engine) 

and JPRED servers, used for secondary structure predictions. However, the precision of the 

results is extremely low. The most likely structure, a hydrolase domain, only has a 5% 

probability of being accurate. In addition, hydrolases refer to proteins that cleave bonds, which 

covers a very diverse range of proteins, and therefore is not a good indicator of function.   
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FIGURE 11. Summary of the yeast-2-hybrid interactions of Sdm1 and Sdm2. Interactions were defined as 

strong if the strain grew on <5mM 3-AT (red dashed line), intermediate if the strain grew on <2mM 3-AT 

(green dashed line), and weak if the strain grew on 0mM 3-AT (blue dotted line). Proteins that interact 

with themselves are inside purple circles, proteins that do not interact with themselves are in red squares. 

From Ho, 2008. 
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1.7 Aims and Objectives     

Based on the work done by Ho, 2008 on cell separation mutants, studies will be focused on the 

protein product of the uncharacterized ORF YIR016W, named SDM1 for the defect in Separation 

of Daughter and Mother cells. Ho, 2008 found that Sdm1 interacted with Ace2, a transcription 

factor controlled by the RAM network, as well as Cbk1 and Mob2, two members of said RAM 

network. In addition, the mutants of the RAM network, as well as ace2 and sdm1 cells, all show 

a cell separation defect, increasing the possibility that these proteins act in similar processes.  

The main aim of this study is to characterize the function of Sdm1. The initial hypothesis to be 

tested is that Sdm1 is part of the RAM network, or interacts closely with it. This will be initially 

carried out by quantifying the cell separation defect of sdm1 cells, and repeating experiments 

carried out on RAM mutants to see if sdm1 cells share other phenotypes with the RAM mutants. If 

this hypothesis does not hold true, then this study will aim to investigate what other processes it 

might be involved in, through a routine phenotypic screen, its physical and predicted interactions 

with other proteins, as well as cellular localization studies. As Sdm1 can interact with proteins 

involved in nuclear import (Kap104, Kap111 and Crm1) and export (Yrb2), and nuclear 

localizing proteins (Cbk1, Mob2 and Ace2), Sdm1 is predicted to localize to the nucleus. 

Alternatively, Sdm1 interacts with Sfb2, involved in ER-Golgi transport, and Sdm2 interacts 

with Trs120, also part of ER-Golgi trafficking. Sdm1 may therefore be localized to the ER, 

Golgi, vacuole or vesicles travelling between them, and a strain containing Sdm1-GFP will be 

used to assay the localization of Sdm1.   

In addition, a second protein will be investigated. Yol036w, termed Sdm2, is a paralogue of 

Sdm1. In addition, it can interact with Mob2 and Cbk1 as well as Sdm1, making it a prime 

candidate for this study. The assays carried out on sdm1 cells, including phenotypic screen and 

cell separation assays, will also be carried out on sdm2 cells. 
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Chapter 2: General Materials and Methods 

2.1 Chemicals and Reagents 

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma UK unless otherwise stated. Restriction 

enzymes and ligases were purchased from New England Biolabs (UK). All solutions used were 

either autoclaved in a standard cycle, or filter sterilized using the appropriate unit provided by 

Nalgene. 

 

2.2 Strains and Media 

Yeast and bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Table 1.  

 

2.2.2 Culture of Strains 

Before experimentation, S. cerevisiae strains were cultured overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in either 

10ml Yeast-Peptone-Dextrose media (YPD), containing 2% (w/v) glucose, 1% (w/v) yeast extract 

and 2%  (w/v) bacteriological peptone, or in appropriate Drop-Out medium, consisting of 2% (w/v) 

glucose, 0.69% (w/v) yeast nitrogen base without amino acids, 0.069% to 0.080% (w/v) complete 

amino acid supplement mixture, depending on the drop out amino acid. For solid medium, 2% 

(w/v) agar was added before autoclaving. Geneticin or Kanamycin were added at a concentration 

of 200 µg/ml when appropriate. Liquid cultures were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm; solid 

plate cultures were grown for three days at 30°C. 

Cells were stored at 4°C for up to six weeks, and in the long term, at -80°C in 50% (v/v) glycerol 

E. coli strains were routinely grown overnight in Luria broth (LB) composed of 0.5% (w/v) NaCl, 

0.5% (w/v) yeast extract and 1% bactotryptone. For solid medium, 2% (w/v) agar was added 

before autoclaving. Ampicillin was added at a concentration of 200 µg/ml when appropriate. 

Liquid cultures were grown overnight at 37°C, 180 rpm, solid plate cultures were grown for one 

day at 37°C. 
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Strain Details Genotype Origin 

BY4741 Derived from S.cerevisiae S288C MATa , his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, met15Δ0, ura3Δ0 

Control of the YKO MATa 

library (Giaever et al. 2002) 

YKO 

Library 

Strains Derived from S.cerevisiae S288C 

MATa , his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, met15Δ0, ura3Δ0, 

KanMX 

The Saccharomyces Genome 

Deletion Project YKO library 

(Giaever et al. 2002) 

Yeast 

GFP 

library Derived from S. cerevisiae BY4741 

MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0, 

HIS3, GFP 

Yeast GFP library – Invitrogen 

(Huh et al. 2003) 

HH1 

Derived from S. cerevisiae BY4741. Ace2 C 

terminally tagged GFP strain. 

MATa , his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, met15Δ0, ura3Δ0, 

HIS3, ACE2-GFP Ho, 2008. 

HH2 

Derived from S. cerevisiae BY4741. Cbk1 C 

terminally tagged GFP strain. 

MATa , his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, met15Δ0, ura3Δ0, 

HIS3, CBK1-GFP Ho, 2008. 

HH4 

Derived from S. cerevisiae BY4741. SDM1 C 

terminally tagged GFP strain. 

MATa , his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, met15Δ0, ura3Δ0, 

HIS3, SDM1-GFP Ho, 2008. 

HH14 

Derived from the S. cerevisiae Δsdm1 strain from 

the YKO library. Cts1 C terminally tagged GFP 

strain. 

MATα , his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, lys Δ0, ura3Δ0, 

sdm1Δ:KanMX, HIS3, CTS1-GFP Ho, 2008. 

HH15 

Derived from S. cerevisiae Δace2 strain from the 

YKO library. Cts1 C terminally tagged GFP strain. 

MATα , his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, lys Δ0, ura3Δ0, 

ace2Δ:KanMX, HIS3, CTS1-GFP Ho, 2008. 

HH16 

Derived from S. cerevisiae Δsdm1 strain from the 

YKO library. Ace2 C terminally tagged GFP strain. 

MATα , his3Δ1, leu2Δ0, lys Δ0, ura3Δ0, 

sdm1Δ:KanMX, HIS3, ACE2-GFP Ho, 2008. 

        Strain Details Genotype Origin 

XL-10 Derivative of Escherichia coli K-12. 

endA1 glnV44 recA1 thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 

lac Hte Δ(mcrA)183 Δ(mcrCB-hsdSMR-

mrr)173 tetR F'[proAB lacIqZΔM15 Tn10 Lab stock 

 

TABLE 1. Yeast and bacterial strains used in the course of this study.  
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2.3 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

Polymerase Chain Reactions were carried out as per the manufacturer’s instructions for each 

polymerase used. Polymerases used in this study were Bio-x-act Short and Long (New Bioline), 

GoTaq (Promega) and Red Taq (Sigma).PCR products were purified using the Sigma PCR 

Purification Kit following the manufacturer’s instructions. Oligonucleotides were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldritch (UK). 

 

2.4 Yeast Transformation 

Cells were transformed using a method based on the lithium acetate method (Ito et al. 1983). 

Briefly, one colony of the cell type to be transformed was grown overnight in 50 ml YPD 

medium at 30°C, 180 rpm. 500 μl of this overnight culture was then added to 50 ml fresh YPD 

medium, and incubated for 4 hours at 30°C, 180 rpm. Cells were harvested by centrifuging at 

3660 rpm for 5 minutes, washed twice with 10 ml sterile water, and resuspended in 10 ml sterile 

water. 0.5 ml of this cell suspension was added to a microcentrifuge tube per sample to be 

transformed, spun for 1 minute at 12000 rpm, and the supernatant removed. The cell pellet was 

resuspended in 1 ml of 100 mM LiAc, and incubated at 30°C for 10 minutes. The cell suspension 

was centrifuged for 1 minute at 12000 rpm and LiAc removed. 360 μl of transformation mix 

(240 μl of 50% PEG 3350, 36 μl of 1M LiAc, 52 μl of denatured salmon sperm DNA, 32 μl of 

the plasmid to be transformed) was added to the cell pellet, and the cell pellet was resuspended 

by vortexing for 10 seconds. The cell mixture was then incubated at 30°C for 30 minutes, and 

then at 42°C for 20 minutes. Cell mixtures were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 8 minutes, the 

supernatant discarded and cell pellets resuspended in 100 μl of distilled water, then plated on the 

appropriate selective plates and grown at 30°C for 3-4 days. 

 

2.4.1 E. coli Transformation Using Heat Shock 

E.coli XL-10 cells were streaked onto an LB plate and grown overnight at 37°C. One colony was 

incubated into 5 ml LB, and cultured overnight at 37°C, 180 rpm. In the morning, cells were 
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diluted 1 in 20 in 50 ml LB, and grown at 37°C, 180 rpm in prewarmed conical flasks until the 

Absorbance550 reached 0.4 to 0.5. Cells were chilled for 5 minutes on ice and centrifuged at 4°C, 

3660 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was removed and cells were gently resuspended in 40 

ml of ice-cold Transfer buffer I (TbfI: 30 mM Potassium Acetate (KAc), 100 mM Potassium 

Chloride (KCl), 10 mM calcium chloride dihydrate (CaCl2·2H2O), 50 mM manganese chloride 

tetrahydrate (MnCl2·4H2O), 15% (v/v) glycerol, pH to 5.8 with 0.2 M acetic acid and filter 

sterilized). Cells were left on ice for 5 minutes, and centrifuged at 4°C, 3660 rpm for 5 minutes. 

They were then resuspended in 4 ml of ice-cold TbfII (10 mM 3-(N-morpholino) 

propanesulfonic acid (MOPS), 75 mM CaCl2, 10 mM KCl, 15% (v/v) glycerol, pH to 6.5 with 3 

M Potassium hydroxide (KOH) and filter sterilized) and left on ice for 15 minutes. 100 μl 

aliquots were transferred to cryotubes on dry ice, and stored at -80°C. 

E.coli cells were then transformed using the heat shock method (Hanahan 1983). 

 

2.5 Phenotypic Growth Screens  

Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in 5 ml YPD. For each strain, cells were counted 

using a haemocytometer and diluted until there were 1x107 cells per ml. Serial dilutions were 

made from 106 to 102, and 3 μl of each dilution spotted onto a plate. Growth conditions are listed 

in Table 2 (Hampsey 1997). Plates were grown for 3 days at the indicated temperature, or at 

30˚C if no temperature is indicated. 

 

2.6 Growth Curve 

For each strain to be tested, three colonies were taken and added to three flasks of identical sizes 

containing 50 ml YPD, and incubated overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm. The next morning, the 

overnight cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.1 (± 0.02), in 50 ml YPD. Samples were taken 

immediately and their OD600 recorded. Samples were taken every hour for twelve hours, and 

after 24 hours from dilution. This experiment was repeated on three separate days, as technical 

replicates. 
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Phenotype Abbreviation Assay Functional Implications 

Control  30 deg YPD  30°C   

Temperature Sensitivity 

4deg, 37deg, 

42deg, Room T 

YPD  4°C, 37°C, 42°C and room 

temperature General growth defect 

Ethanol Sensitivity Ethanol 6% (v/v) ethanol YPD General protein defect 

Formamide Sensitivity Formam 2% (v/v) formamide YPD General protein defect 

Respiratory deficiency Glycerol 3% (v/v) glycerol YPD 

Failure to produce respiratory competent 

mitochondria 

NaCl sensitivity NaCl 1.5 M NaCl YPD Defects in cell wall biogenesis 

Calcofluor white 

sensitivity CW 1 mg/ml calcofluor white YPD Defects in cell wall biogenesis 

SDS sensitivity SDS 0.1% (v/v) SDS YPD Defects in cell wall biogenesis 

Benomyl sensitivity Benomyl 0.5 μg/ml benomyl YPD Defects in microtubule function 

Vanadate 

2 Van, 2.5 Van, 

3Van, 10 Van 

2 mM, 2.5 mM, 3 mM, 10 mM 

sodium-o-vanadate YPD 

Defects in protein glycosylation, secretory 

defects 

pH phenotype   pH 7 pH 7 YPD Ability to grow at pH 7 

FCS (Fetal Calf Serum)  FCS 10% (v/v) FCS YPD  Serum response 

tBOOH (t-butylhydro-

peroxide)  TBOOH 1 mM tBOOH YPD  Oxidative stress 

Caffeine sensitivity Caffeine 10 mM caffeine YPD Defects in MAP kinase signalling pathways 

Drug sensitivity  Hygrom.  50 μg/mL hygromycin YPD  Defects in protein glycosylation 

 

TABLE 2. List of conditions used for phenotypic screens in this study. 
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2.7 Yeast Genomic DNA Extraction 

DNA was extracted following the manufacturer’s instructions (Epicentre Biotechnologies), 

including the optional RNAse treatment. DNA was then precipitated by adding 0.1 volume of 3 

M sodium acetate, pH 5.3, and 3 volumes of ice cold 100% (v/v) ethanol. The mixture was 

vortexed for 10 seconds and incubated at -80°C for 30 minutes. It was then centrifuged for 15 

minutes at 4°C, 12000 rpm, and the supernatant removed. After the addition of 3 volumes of 

70% (v/v) ice-cold ethanol the mixture was vortexed for 10 seconds and centrifuged for 10 

minutes, 4°C, 12000 rpm. The supernatant was removed and the pellet air dried at room 

temperature for 10 minutes. The DNA pellet was resuspended in 30 μl sterile water.  

2.7.1 Plasmid DNA Extraction 

Colonies were inoculated into 5 ml LB with 200 µg/ml ampicillin and cultured overnight at 

37°C, 180 rpm. The plasmid was extracted using a Sigma Mini Prep Kit following the 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

2.8 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of DNA 

DNA fragments were separated in 1% (w/v) agarose gels in TBE buffer (89mM Trizma base, 

pH8, 4mM EDTA) with Sybersafe (Invitrogen) added as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The 

DNA samples were loaded using 5x DNA loading buffer (25% (v/v) glycerol, 0.2% (w/v) 

bromophenol blue, 0.2% (w/v) Xylene Cyanol FF and filter sterilized), and run parallel to a 1 kb 

DNA ladder (Fermentas) at 70 V for approximately 40 min. DNA was imaged using the 

Alphamager EC System from Alpha Innotech.  

 

2.9 DNA Sequencing 

DNA sequencing was performed at the DNA Core Laboratory, Medical Research Council based 

at the Hammersmith Hospital, Imperial College London. 
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2.10 Microscopy 

 

2.10.1 Light Microscopy 

For cell counting, yeast cells were grown overnight in 5 ml of selective media containing 1 mM 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 1 mM Manganese Chloride (MnCl2) at 30°C, 180 

rpm. They were diluted to a final concentration of 1x107 and 10 μl were mounted unto a 

Neubauer 0.0025 mm2 haemocytometer, and visualized with a Nikon 80i eclipse light 

microscope using a 100x objective. 

For photography, yeast cells were grown under the same conditions, and 10 μl were mounted 

unto a poly-L-lysine microscope slide (Sigma) and observed using a Nikon Eclipse 80i 

microscope. Cells were visualized using a 100x objective; images were captured using a 

Hamamatsu digital camera. 

 

2.10.2 Fluorescence Microscopy 

Fluorescence microscopy was carried out using a Zeiss Axiovert 200 inverted microscope with a 

magnification of x63 or x100, an exposure time of 0.2 to 2 seconds and images captured using a 

Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera. A DA/FI/TR/Cy5-4X-A Quad-band filter (Semrock) was used to 

visualize GFP-tagged strains and cells stained with FM4-64 (Sigma). A C43-4040B filter 

(Semrock) was used to visualize DRAQ5-stained strains (Biostatus Ltd.). 

DRAQ5 was added 30 minutes prior to visualization, during which time it was kept away from 

light (as per the manufacturer’s instructions). When visualizing with Leptomycin B, 100 ng was 

added per 1 ml of cell suspension 30 minutes prior to visualization (Jensen et al. 2000). Cells 

were later washed in 1x PBS (137 mM NaCl, 1.47 mM KH2PO4, 2.68 mM KCl, 8.1 mM 

Na2HPO4.12H2O) and images taken at 30 and 60 minutes after washing. Images were collected 

with SimplePCI (Version 6, Hamamatsu) and figures created using Photoshop CS2 (Adobe). 

FM4-64 was added to cells to stain vacuolar membranes. Cells were incubated with 2 µM FM4-

64 at 30°C for 45 minutes, then washed twice with 1x PBS and resuspended in 1x PBS before 

being visualized (adapted from Padilla-Lopez et al. 2009).  
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Calcofluor white and FITC-stained wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) were added to cells to stain 

cell walls and birth scars, respectively. Cells were incubated with 0.5 µg/ml calcofluor white and 

100 µg/ml WGA-FITC for 5 minutes, washed twice with 1x PBS and resuspended in PBS before 

being visualized (from Frydlova et al. 2009). 

Staining with BODIPY-TR (Invitrogen) was carried out following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. A concentration of 5 μM was used. 

 

2.11 Fluorescent Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) Analysis 

Adapted from (Sazer and Sherwood 1990). Approximately 1x107 cells were spun down from an 

α-factor synchronized culture by centrifuging at 2000 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was 

poured off and 1 ml of ice-cold 70% (v/v) ethanol was added while vortexing. Cells were stored 

at 4°C until analyzed (see below), within a week’s time. 

For analysis, 0.3 ml of the cell suspension was added to 1 ml of 50 mM sodium citrate, mixed 

together and spun at 2000 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet 

resuspended in 0.5 ml of 50 mM sodium citrate with 0.1 mg/ml RNaseA (Sigma) added. Cells 

were incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. For propidium iodide staining, 0.5 ml of 50 mM sodium 

citrate containing 8 μg/ml was added to the cell suspensions.   
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Chapter 3: sdm1 Analysis 

3.1  Overview 

Ho, 2008 found that cells lacking the gene YIR016W were deficient in cell separation, and the 

gene was referred to as SDM1 for its deficiency in Separation of Daughter and Mother cells. 

However, this defect was not as pronounced as that of mutants of the RAM network. The first 

aim of this study will be to quantify the cell separation defect of sdm1 cells. Counting a large 

number of cells will help determine if the cell separation defect is statistically significant.  

In addition, the functional role of Sdm1 will be assayed. Firstly, its potential interaction with the 

RAM network will be assayed, by determining if the sdm1 strain shares any defects with the 

RAM mutant strains, or the ace2 strain, such as defects in cell polarization, bud scars and 

localization of Cts1. In addition, a phenotypic screen will be carried out, to shed light on other 

potential roles of Sdm1. Any defects or phenotypic changes will be followed through, in order to 

better understand the role of Sdm1. 

 

3.2 sdm1 Cells Have a Mild Cell Separation Defect 

To determine if SDM1 deletion caused a cell separation defect, 500 groups of around 50 cells 

each were visualized, and cells were divided into three categories: single cells, two attached cells 

(doublets) or groups of 3 or more cells. This quantification was necessary considering there 

seemed to very little difference in cell separation between sdm1 cells and the parental strain, 

especially when compared to RAM network mutants (Figure 12). Cells were grown in the 

presence of EDTA and MnCl2 to reduce cell clumping (Kuriyama et al. 1991) , and grown until 

their mid-log phase (see section 3.2.1). Figure 13 shows that sdm1 cells were significantly 

different from BY4741 (χ2 two-tailed P-value of 0.0023), although the changes in cell separation 

were not as marked as with the ace2 strain. The sdm1 strain showed cells that were more often 

found as doublets, rather than dozens of cells grouped together like the ace2 strain (Figure 12). 

Therefore, quantification of sdm1 cell separation shows a defect, although mild compared to 

RAM network mutants, that is not a consequence of different growth phases. 
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FIGURE 12. Differential Interference Contrast images of (A) ace2, (B) BY4741, (C) sdm1 and (D) sdm2 

cells. Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD containing 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM MnCl2, in 

order to reduce cell aggregation, diluted the next day in the same medium and grown to mid-log phase 

(see section 3.2.1). Scale bar, 20 µm.  

 

 

FIGURE 13. The percentage of singlets, doublets, and multiple cells attached in the parental strain 

BY4741, ace2, sdm1 and sdm2 cells. Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD containing 1 

mM EDTA and 1 mM MnCl2, in order to reduce cell aggregation, diluted the next day in the same 

medium and grown to mid-log phase (see section 3.2.1). Error bars represent standard deviation. χ2 two-

tailed P-value equals 0.0023 for sdm1, 0.8986 for sdm2 and 0.0001 for ace2. sdm1 cells show an 

increased percentage of doublet cells. Over 2,000 cells of each strain were counted. 

 

A     B       C         D 
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3.2.1 Other morphology defects of an sdm1 mutant strain 

The growth of sdm1 cells was also compared to the parental strain, to look for cell growth 

defects. Figure 14, and more detail in Figure 15, show the growth of BY4741, sdm1, ace2 and 

sdm2 strains for 12 hours after dilution, and at 24 hours. The mid-log phases for the cell strains 

appear to be at 9 hours for BY4741, 9.5 hours for ace2 and sdm2, and 11.5 hours for sdm1.  

As shown in Figure 15B, using a logarithmic scale helps to show that not all of the strains had a 

clear logarithmic growth phase. While BY4741 and sdm2 strains had a clearer exponential 

growth phase (seen as linear growth with a logarithmic scale), the ace2 strain shows only two 

hour time span which could be considered logarithmic growth, and there is no clear exponential 

phase with the sdm1 strain. For the latter two strains, it is possible that cell clumping is distorting 

the measure of cell growth, even with the addition of 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM MnCl2 in these 

cells. However, even for the ace2 and sdm1 strain, it is possible to get an estimate of the 

doubling time. In order to do this, for all strains, three time points (corresponding to two hours of 

growth) were taken and used to measure the estimated doubling time. The points were chosen to 

give the maximum doubling time for each strain, therefore removing some of the possible effects 

of cell clumping on the doubling time. The doubling time was calculated as follows, based on 

Murakami and Kaeberlain, 2009: 

 

 

 

 

Where Doubling Time is measured in hours, Abs600 2 is the Abs600 at the final time point and 

Abs600 1 is the Abs600 at the initial time point, t2 is the final time point in hours, and t1 is the 

initial time point in hours.  

Using this formula, the estimated doubling time was found to be 0.87 hours for BY4741 

(measured between 8 and 10 hours), 0.88 hours for ace2 (6-8 hours), 1.18 hours for sdm1 (10-12 

hours) and 1.88 hours for sdm2 (4-6 hours). The time points used are marked with a red asterisk 
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on Figure 15B. These doubling times indicate that, while the ace2 strain has an almost identical 

doubling time compared to the parental strain BY4741, both sdm1 and sdm2 strains have a 

longer doubling time. While the sdm1 strain only has a 0.3 hour increase compared to BY4741, 

sdm2 has more than twice the doubling time of BY4741. Therefore, under the conditions used 

for cell growth in this study, the sdm1 strain has a longer doubling time than the parental strain 

as well as a longer lag phase, the sdm2 strain has a significantly longer doubling time than the 

parental strain but a similar lag phase, and the ace2 strain has a similar lag phase and doubling 

time to the parental strain. 

To see if the aforementioned separation defect reflected an inability of sdm1 cells to control 

RAM-network related processes such as correct polarization, budding in sdm1 cells was 

analyzed. Cell wall chitin was stained using calcofluor white, and birth scars were stained with 

WGA-FITC, to see if there was an abnormal budding pattern. S. cerevisiae cells, when in haploid 

form, form new buds next to the previous birth scar. While sdm1 cells mostly show this wild-

type budding pattern, on a few occasions budding occurs opposite the birth scar, on the other side 

of the cell (see Figure 16). To see how severe this phenotype was, the percentage of cells 

showing defective budding localization was quantified (Table 3). The results show that 6.5% of 

sdm1 doublet cells showed budding opposite the birth scar (bipolar), compared to the parental 

strain, where only 2.2% of cells had budding opposite the birth scar, which is considered to be 

extremely statistically significant. However, while statistically significant, this does not 

constitute as big a deviation from wild-type budding patterns as other knockout strains, such as 

sur4 and bem4, which have as many as 50% of cells with a bipolar pattern (Ni and Snyder 2001).  

 

3.2.2 sdm1 Phenotypic Growth Screens 

To see if sdm1 cells had any defects that might help elucidate its function, phenotypic screens 

were carried out. However, they revealed no significant results (Figure 17).  
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FIGURE 14. Growth curves of BY4741, ace2, sdm1 and sdm2 strains. Colonies were grown overnight in 

YPD media with 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM MnCl2, diluted to an Abs600 of 0.1 in a 96-well plate, and the 

optical density measured every hour for 24 hours with a plate reader. Results are the averages of three 

biological replicates and technical replicates per cell type.  
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FIGURE 15. Growth curves of BY4741, ace2, sdm1 and sdm2 strains (A), and with a logarithmic scale 

Y-axis (B). Colonies were grown overnight in YPD media with 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM MnCl2, diluted to 

diluted to an Abs600 of 0.1 in a 96-well plate, and the optical density measured every hour for 24 hours 

with a plate reader. Results are the averages of three biological replicates and technical replicates per cell 

type. Error bars represent Standard Error of the Mean. The red asterisks indicate which points were used 

to calculate the doubling time of the strains. 

 

3.3 sdm1 Cells and the RAM Network 

sdm1 cells show a very modest cell separation defect when compared to ace2 and other members 

of the RAM network. To determine if Sdm1 plays a role in the other aspect of the RAM network, 

cell morphogenesis, cell axial ratio was calculated as a measure of cell roundness (Figure 18). 

This was done by dividing the cell’s long axis by its short axis, giving a numerical value for cell 

roundness, as demonstrated by Jansen et al. 2006. The difference between parental strain 

roundness ratio (average 1.19) and the sdm1 strain ratio (1.24) was not statistically significant 

(two-tailed P value 0.09). However, RAM network mutants such as cbk1 show a marked 

difference, with roundness ratios as low as 1.07 (Jansen et al. 2006). bni1 cells were used as 

round controls, with an average ratio of 1.05. 

 

 

3.3.1  sdm1 Cells Localise Cts1 

With Sdm1 seemingly having no effect on the polarization of cells, we proceeded to investigate 

its role in the RAM network’s other branch – separation control. Sdm1 was shown to interact 

with Ace2 via yeast-2-hybrid methods, but a lack of SDM1 does not cause a reduction in the 

expression of Ace2 target gene CTS1 (Ho, 2008). Therefore, we assayed whether sdm1 cells 

have a defect in the localization of Ace2 targets. We looked at Cts1-GFP, a chitinase expressed 

during cytokinesis that localizes to the bud neck (Figure 19). sdm1 cells did not seem to 

mislocalize Cts1-GFP; quantification of cells revealed that there’s no significant difference 

between sdm1 and BY4741 cells in the colocalization of Cts1-GFP (Table 4). 
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FIGURE 16. Representative fluorescence microscopy images of BY4741 and sdm1 cells showing birth scar location. Cells were cultured 

overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD, diluted and grown for three further hours before addition of the stains. They were then washed and 

visualized in brightfield or phase contrast imaging (Brightfield, red), cell walls were stained with calcofluor white (Calcofluor white, green), 

birth scars stained with wheat-germ agglutinin conjugated FITC (WGA-FITC, blue), and all images were merged together (Merge). The arrow 

shows budding opposite the birth scar in sdm1 cells, Table 3 has the quantification of budding patterns. Scale bar: 20 µm.  

 

  Proximal Distal 

BY4741 97.80% 2.20% 

sdm1 93.50% 6.50% 

TABLE 3. Percentage of cells showing proximal budding (budding occurred next to the 

previous birth scar) and cells showing distal budding (budding occurred opposite the 

previous birth scar). sdm1 cells show a larger proportion of distal birth scar distribution 

compared to the parental strain (χ2 two-tailed P value <0.0001). Over 100 cells per strain 

were counted in three separate replicate assays.  
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FIGURE 17. Growth phenotypes of BY4741 and sdm1 cells in the conditions listed (for descriptions, see 

Table 2). Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD and diluted to the indicated 

concentrations (102 to 107 cells) before plating 3 µl of each concentration on agar plates of the conditions 

listed. Cells were photographed without magnification using a Nikon Coolpix 4500 digital camera.  
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FIGURE 18. Histograms showing the distribution of axial ratios of bni1 cells (polarization defective, 

average 1.05 ±0.04), BY4741 (parental strain, average 1.19 ± 0.1) and sdm1 (average 1.24 ± 0.16). The 

axial ratio is the cell’s long axis divided by its short axis, measured using ImageJ (National Institutes of 

Health). Over 100 cells per strain were counted. 
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FIGURE 19. Cts1-GFP localizes to the bud neck in both the parental strain BY4741 (Cts1-GFP) and sdm1 cells (sdm1 Cts1-GFP). Cells are shown 

in red (Brightfield), Cts1-GFP in green (Cts1-GFP), and both fields merged together (Merge). Localization percentages are shown in Table 4. 

Cells were grown overnight in YPD, 30°C at 180 rpm, diluted, grown for three further hours and washed before visualization. Scale bar: 20 µm.  

 

 Percentage Localized Percentage Unlocalized 

sdm1 Cts1-GFP 33% 67% 

Cts1-GFP 37% 63% 

 

TABLE 4. Percentage of unsynchronized cells showing localization of Cts1-GFP to the bud neck (Percentage Localized) and cells not showing 

localization (Percentage Unlocalized). sdm1 cells show very similar localization- the difference is not statistically significant (Fisher test two-

tailed P value is 0.66). Over 100 cells per strain were counted in three separate replicate assays.  
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3.4 Sdm1 predicted interactions 

In 2010, Costanzo et al. published a genetic interaction map for S. cerevisiae. The map used data 

in the form of relative fitness of a strain with deletions in two genes created by crossing of strains 

with a single mutation, representing possible genetic interactions, and compared it to the fitness 

defects of the individual deletion strains. When these defects were greater than what would be 

expected from the multiplication of the individual deletions, the genes were considered to have 

an interaction. This is a useful tool to help predict the functions of unknown genes. Searching for 

possible Sdm1 interactions in DRYGIN, the Data Repository of Yeast Genetic INteractions 

which pools the data from Constanzo et al. 2010, gives 351 results. The results were classified 

according to the gene ontology tool of the Saccharomyces Genome Database, which assigns 

genes a GO classification based on molecular processes. The results for Sdm1 potential 

interactions were compared to the total genome ontology, as can be seen in tables 5 and 6.  

 

 

Table 5. Frequency distribution of the significantly over-represented categories in Sdm1 potential 

interactors. The Gene Ontology Function from the Saccharomyces Gene Database lists the over-

represented functions of potential Sdm1 interactors, the Number of Genes column states how many of the 

315 interactors were part of this GO term, Fo is the observed frequency of genes belonging to the GO 

term, Fe is the expected frequency of genes belonging to that GO term. χ2 is to three decimal places, the 

degree of freedom is 1, and the probabilities listed are all those below 0.05 (statistically significant) in 

light green, and below 0.001 (highly statistically significant) in dark green. Data from (Costanzo et al. 

2010).  

 

Gene Ontology Function Number of Genes Fo Fe χ2 P value 

biological process unknown 85 28.5% 18.9% 9.286 0.0023 

mitotic cell cycle 15 5.0% 4.7% 6.661 0.0099 

protein targeting 13 4.4% 4.2% 6.327 0.0119 

signalling  11 3.7% 3.6% 5.535 0.0186 

DNA repair 12 4.0% 3.7% 5.003 0.0253 

carbohydrate metabolic process 15 5.0% 4.3% 4.873 0.0273 

response to DNA damage 
stimulus 16 5.4% 4.5% 4.846 0.0277 

proteolysis involved in cellular 
protein catabolic process 9 3.0% 3.0% 4.755 0.0292 

http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=8150
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=278
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6605
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=23052
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6281
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=5975
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=51603
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=51603
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Gene Ontology Function Gene Number Fo Fe χ2 P value 

translational elongation 1 0.3% 5.2% 31.109 0.0001 

rRNA processing 2 0.7% 4.7% 25.788 0.0001 

transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 16 5.4% 7.2% 18.790 0.0001 

mitochondrion organization  10 3.4% 5.4% 16.629 0.0001 

mRNA processing 3 1.0% 3.0% 13.037 0.0003 

response to chemical stimulus  14 4.7% 5.6% 12.357 0.0004 

mitochondrial translation 1 0.3% 2.2% 11.641 0.0006 

RNA splicing 2 0.7% 2.2% 9.827 0.0017 

Golgi vesicle transport 5 1.7% 3.0% 9.822 0.0017 

cellular amino acid metabolic process 10 3.4% 3.8% 7.630 0.0057 

lipid metabolic process 12 4.0% 4.2% 7.387 0.0066 

regulation of cell cycle 7 2.3% 3.0% 7.062 0.0079 

nuclear transport 5 1.7% 2.5% 6.952 0.0084 

cytoskeleton organization 9 3.0% 3.4% 6.737 0.0094 

chromosome segregation 4 1.3% 2.1% 6.092 0.0136 

transmembrane transport 8 2.7% 3.0% 5.852 0.0156 

nucleobase-containing small molecule metabolic 
process 8 2.7% 3.0% 5.852 0.0156 

nucleobase-containing compound transport 3 1.0% 1.8% 5.821 0.0158 

RNA modification 6 2.0% 2.5% 5.646 0.0175 

cofactor metabolic process 6 2.0% 2.3% 4.608 0.0318 

cytoplasmic translation 7 2.3% 2.7% 5.483 0.0192 

DNA replication 5 1.7% 2.2% 5.305 0.0213 

RNA catabolic process 3 1.0% 1.7% 5.249 0.0220 

response to oxidative stress  2 0.7% 1.4% 5.012 0.0252 

cellular respiration 2 0.7% 1.4% 5.012 0.0252 

response to starvation 2 0.7% 1.3% 4.431 0.0353 

ribosomal large subunit biogenesis 2 0.7% 1.3% 4.431 0.0353 

membrane fusion 2 0.7% 1.3% 4.431 0.0353 

regulation of organelle organization 7 2.3% 2.4% 3.990 0.0458 

protein modification by small protein conjugation or 
removal 7 2.3% 2.4% 3.990 0.0458 

conjugation 4 1.3% 1.7% 3.907 0.0481 

organelle assembly 2 0.7% 1.2% 3.857 0.0495 

vesicle organization 2 0.7% 1.2% 3.857 0.0495 

DNA-dependent transcription, elongation 2 0.7% 1.2% 3.857 0.0495 

Table 6. Frequency distribution of the significantly under-represented categories in Sdm1 potential 

interactors. The Gene Ontology Function from the Saccharomyces Gene Database lists the under-

represented functions of potential Sdm1 interactors, the Gene Number column states how many of 

the 315 interactors were part of this GO term, Fo is the observed frequency of genes belonging to 

the GO term, Fe is the expected frequency of genes belonging to that GO term. χ2 is to three 

decimal places, the degree of freedom is 1, and the probabilities listed are all those below 0.05 

(statistically significant) in light red, and below 0.001 (highly statistically significant) in red. Data 

from (Costanzo et al. 2010). 

http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6414
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6364
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6366
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=7005
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6397
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=42221
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=32543
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=8380
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=48193
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6520
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6629
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=51726
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=51169
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=7010
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=7059
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=55085
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=55086
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=55086
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=15931
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=9451
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=51186
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=2181
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6260
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6401
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6979
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=45333
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=42594
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=42273
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=61025
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=33043
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=70647
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=70647
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=746
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=70925
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=16050
http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTerm.pl?goid=6354
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Sdm1 is predicted to interact with various proteins related to trafficking: Smy2, which facilitates 

COPII vesicle formation (Higashio et al. 2008), Emp46, a sorting receptor for glycoproteins in 

the early secretory pathway (Sato and Nakano 2002), the multivesicular body cargo sorting Ssh4 

(Leon et al. 2008), two v-SNAREs, Snc1 and Nyv1 (Gurunathan et al. 2000) and v-SNARE 

binding protein Ddi1 (Lustgarten and Gerst 1999), putative vesicular transporters Tpo5 and Avt7 

(Russnak et al. 2001; Tachihara et al. 2005), Got1, an early Golgi proteins involved in secretory 

transport (Conchon et al. 1999), Ufd1, which extracts proteins from the ER membrane for 

cytosolic degradation (Ye et al. 2001), and Rrt2, involved in endosomal recycling (Shi et al. 

2011). Trafficking of proteins is required for their delivery to later destinations such as the 

vacuole, cell membrane and peroxisomes. Indeed, five peroxisome proteins are in the interaction 

list. Pex1, and ATPase that recycles receptors from the peroxisomal membrane to the cytosol, 

Pex10, which targets receptors for degradation when recycling is impaired, Pex14, part of the 

docking complex for peroxisomal import, Pex22, a receptor for the  recycling complex, and 

Pex25, required for peroxisome biogenesis and regulation (Rottensteiner et al. 2003; Smith and 

Aitchison 2009). Protein targeting appears to be over-represented in the list of Sdm1 interactors 

(Table 5), which may reflect a role for Sdm1 in protein targeting. 

In addition, Sdm1 is predicted to interact with proteins related to the vacuole. Among these are 

Meh1, necessary for correct vacuolar acidification (Gao et al. 2005), multiple Vps proteins 

(vacuolar protein sorting), such as Vps71, Vps21, Vps38, Vps41 and Vps27 (Bonangelino et al. 

2002), Vma9, an integral membrane subunit of the vacuolar ATPase (Compton et al. 2006), 

Vma21, an ER protein required for vacuolar ATPase assembly (Hill and Stevens 1994), and 

Vac17, a myosin receptor involved in vacuolar inheritance (Ishikawa et al. 2003). Despite 

vacuolar proteins not being highly over-represented compared to the other potential interactors of 

Sdm1 (table 5), ER-Golgi and vacuolar traffic involve similar processes, and therefore the 

vacuole will also be a target for our studies in sdm1 cells. 

There are other proteins of interest in the list involved with the actin cytoskeleton, such as Tpm1, 

which stabilizes actin cables and filaments (Liu and Bretscher 1989), Sac7, involved in the 

normal assembly and function of actin (Dunn and Shortle 1990), Twf1, an actin monomer 

sequestering protein that regulates the cortical actin cytoskeleton (Goode et al. 1998), and Myo3, 
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a class I myosin that affects actin and endocytosis (Goodson and Spudich 1995; Brown 1997). 

Bud3 is involved in bud site selection (Chant and Herskowitz 1991), and Skt5 recruits the chitin 

synthase Chs3 to the bud neck during vegetative growth (Trilla et al. 1997; Sanz et al. 2002). 

These are all related to polarization, which is essential not only for cell budding, but for 

trafficking and secretion.  

Lastly, there are genes involved in protein processing: the N-glycosylating Alg9 (Burda et al. 

1996) and O-glycosylating Pmt1 (Strahl-Bolsinger et al. 1993), a mannosidase important for ER-

associated protein degradation, Mns1 (Jakob et al. 1998), a Golgi-localized mannosyl transferase 

Ktr2 (Lussier et al. 1996), protein folding related Ssa1 (see section 1.4) and Jid1, which degrades 

ER misfolded proteins (Taxis et al. 2003). Bonangelino et al. 2002, found various genes 

involved in glycosylation and carbohydrate chain modification that, when deleted, caused a 

defect in carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) trafficking. Therefore, all of the aforementioned functions 

are related, and may point towards Sdm1 having a role in protein trafficking at various levels, 

helping to explain its vacuolar defect. 

In addition, there were a number of proteins related to the cell cycle and mitosis, which was 

over-represented (table 5). Swi5 and Ace2 both appear, along with Pcl9, a cyclin activated by 

Swi5 (Aerne et al. 1998), Pcl8 and Clb1, also cyclins (Ghiara et al. 1991; Measday et al. 1997), 

Pin4, involved in G2/M progression (Pike et al. 2004), Amn1, involved in daughter cell 

separation and regulated by both Ace2 and Swi5 (see section 1.2.2), mitotic spindle positioning 

protein Kip2 (Cottingham and Hoyt 1997) and microtubule localizing dynein-inhibitor She1 

(Bergman et al. 2012), and the catalytic subunit of Protein Phosphatase 2A, Pph22, involved in 

mitosis and actin skeleton regulation (Wang and Kuo 2001). Sporulation and meiosis proteins 

present include Ime1 and Ime2 (see section 1.6), spore wall assembly protein Gas2 (Ragni et al. 

2007), prospore membrane component Sma2 (Maier et al. 2008), meiosis specific prospore 

membrane protein Don1 (Knop and Strasser 2000), and meiosis recombination, crossover and 

chromosome synapsis, Msh4, Msh5 and Spo22, respectively (Ross-Macdonald and Roeder 1994; 

Hollingsworth et al. 1995; Novak et al. 2001; Tsubouchi et al. 2006). Further studies will also be 

carried out on the cell cycle, both involving the processes of mitosis and meiosis.  
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3.5 Vacuolar staining 

Due to Sdm1 interacting with ER-Golgi transport and vacuole related proteins (Ho 2008), 

vacuole morphology was visualized using FM4-64. FM4-64 is a dye whose fluorescence is 

enhanced when it intercalates with the cell membrane and, in live cells, is internalized into the 

vacuolar membrane (Vida and Emr 1995).  

Parental and sdm1 cells were grown to mid-log phase to ensure cell cycle stages were identical, 

then were stained with FM4-64 and, once the dye was internalized into the vacuolar membrane 

(40 minutes after dye addition), the cells were imaged (Figure 20 and Figure 21). The vacuolar 

state of a strain was assayed by comparing the number of cells with single vacuoles to the 

number of cells with multiple vacuoles. There were no significant differences in vacuolar state 

between BY4741 and sdm1 cells. 

 

3.6 FACS Analysis of sdm1 Cells 

In order to see if sdm1 cells had a defect in their cell cycle, as might be predicted from the 

interactions of Sdm1, sdm1 cells and the parental strain were synchronized using hydroxyurea 

and their DNA content was monitored every 20 minutes for four hours. Figure 22 shows that, 

despite our predictions, there is very little difference between the cell cycle progression of sdm1 

cells and the parental strain, BY4741. The synchronization process is highly effective, and both 

strains appear to grow at very similar rates. Note that there are some slight discrepancies between 

the strains. When unsynchronized, sdm1 had a small group of cells to the right of the others (blue 

arrow), which may be groups of larger, clustered cells. These cells disappear when synchronized, 

but reappear between 120 and 160 minutes (red arrows), and can sometimes be seen in the 

BY4741 strain. The profile of sdm1 at 200 minutes suggests a technical error in sample 

collection or processing (green arrow).  
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FIGURE 20. Vacuolar state of BY4741, sdm1 and sdm2 cells. Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 

rpm in YPD media, diluted the next day in YPD and grown until their mid-log phase (see section 3.2.1). 

The cells were then stained with FM4-64 for 30 min, washed and imaged. Cells were considered to have a 

single vacuole if the cell (or mother cell, in doublets) only had one vacuole visible, and multiple vacuoles 

if the cell (or mother cell, in doublets) had multiple visible vacuoles. ANOVA P-value for sdm1 is 0.3576 

(not statistically significant) and for sdm2 is 0.4650 (not statistically significant).  

 

 

FIGURE 21. Representative images of BY4741 (A), sdm1 (B) and sdm2 (C) vacuolar staining with the 

dye FM4-64. Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD media, diluted the next day in YPD 

and grown until their mid-log phase (see section 3.2.1). The cells were then stained with FM4-64 for 30 

min, washed and imaged. Scalebar: 20μm. 

A                 B                     C  
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3.7 Discussion of sdm1 phenotypes 

 3.7.1 Mild but Significant Defects of the sdm1 Strain 

The sdm1 strain shows a defect in cell separation that is milder than that of the RAM network, as 

cells are usually only in groups of two or three cells. However, statistical analyses show that this 

defect is significant when compared to the parental strain (χ2 two-tailed P-value equals 0.0023, 

see Figure 13).  

Cells lacking Ace2 or genes in the RAM network can undergo mitosis, but are not able to 

successfully complete cell separation. Their cells are clumped in groups consisting of dozens of 

linked cells as the septa joining mother and daughter cells fails to degrade (Bidlingmaier et al. 

2001; Weiss et al. 2002). However, this might not be the case with sdm1 cells. Ho, 2008, found 

that despite the increase in doublets and small groups of sdm1 cells, their septa looked normal 

using transmission electron microscopy, and deletions in SDM1 are not lethal even in ssd1-d 

backgrounds which are lethal with RAM mutants. Therefore, even though Sdm1 can interact 

with Ace2, Cbk1 and Mob2, Sdm1 may not be part of the RAM network.   

Sdm1 can interact with Sbf2, a component of COPII coated vesicles, and Sdm2, which interacts 

with Trs120, which mediates early endosome trafficking (Ho 2008). Therefore, we looked at 

vacuole morphology in sdm1 cells. However, sdm1 cells show normal vacuolar morphology 

(Figure 18).  

 3.7.2 Mild Variations in Scarring and Roundness in sdm1 cells 

To further investigate the link between Sdm1 and the RAM network, the roundness and scars of 

sdm1 cells were investigated. RAM network mutants are more round than control strains, 

measured as a reduction in their long to short axis ratio. They also have defects in their 

polarization; RAM mutants show reduced axial budding in favour of higher rates of random 

budding (Nelson et al. 2003).  

In comparison, sdm1 cells do not show hyperpolarization when compared to the parental strain 

(Figure 18), unlike RAM mutants. Budding patterns of sdm1 cells also seem to be normal, with 

only a slight increase to the percentage of distal, or bipolar, budding (Table 3). These results 
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FIGURE 22. FACS analysis of synchronized sdm1 and parental BY4741 cells. Cells were grown to mid-

log phase in YPD, then 15mg/ml hydroxyurea was added. After 3 hours, cells were washed and grown in 

YPD, with samples taken every 20 minutes. The blue and red arrows show small groups of cells shifted to 

the right, possibly clustered cells due to sdm1 cell separation defects, and the green arrow at 200 minutes 

marks a possible technical error.  
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reinforce the pattern of defects of sdm1 cells: there are various mild defects that are not 

statistically significant. Additionally, SDM1 overexpression was shown to cause a cell cycle 

delay or arrest, while ACE2 and RAM overexpressing strains (except for TAO3 overexpression) 

showed no obvious cell cycle disruption (Niu et al. 2008). The defects do not seem to overlap 

with those of the RAM network mutants, even when disregarding the scale of these defects. 

 

 3.7.3 Localization of Cts1-GFP is Normal in sdm1 Cells 

Cell separation defects in Ace2 and RAM mutants are in part due to the lack of Cts1, a chitinase 

whose expression is controlled by Ace2. However, there are normal levels of Cts1 expressed in 

sdm1 cells (Ho, 2008). In order to see if the cell separation defect of sdm1 was due to 

mislocalization of Cts1, Cts1-GFP was localized in sdm1 cells. However, Cts1-GFP localization 

was normal in sdm1 cells (Figure 19). This further points towards Sdm1 not being part of the 

RAM network, but merely interacting with some of its members. This means that the defects of 

sdm1 cells are likely to have a different cause than a lack of polarization and Ace2-dependent 

separation defects.  

3.7.4 Does Sdm1 Have a Role in the Cell Cycle?  

Many of the defects present in sdm1 cells could be attributed to a defect in overall cell cycle 

progression. Mild changes in cell separation, as well as a delay in reaching mid-log phase, point 

to the possibility of an aberrant progression of sdm1 cells through the cell cycle. SDM1 

overexpression causes a cell cycle delay or arrest, further supporting the idea that Sdm1 might be 

responsible for cell cycle control (Niu et al. 2008). 

Among the proteins that are predicted to interact with Sdm1, there are a few categories that 

suggest involvement with the cell cycle (see Table 5 and section 3.4). This includes proteins 

directly involved in the mitotic or meiotic cell cycle, sporulation and DNA repair and 

recombination. However, there are many proteins that are predicted to interact with Sdm1, and 

not all of the expected GO terms were over-represented. 
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To determine if Sdm1 is responsible for correct advancement through the cell cycle, sdm1 cells 

were synchronized chemically and their progress through the cell cycle was tracked for four 

hours after synchronization release. However, as can be seen in Figure 22, there appears to be 

little difference between sdm1 cells and the parental strain. While this does not exclude the 

possibility that Sdm1 has a role in cell cycle progression, it may have a more subtle role than was 

previously hypothesized, or the synchronization methods not been completely successful.   

 

3.7.5 Sdm1 interactions 

Further inspection of Sdm1 potential interacting proteins reveals other possible roles for Sdm1. 

Firstly, if Sdm1 can interact with various vacuolar related proteins, there could be a vacuolar 

defect in sdm1 cells. However, these cells appeared to have a normal vacuolar morphology 

(Figure 20). Further studies could be carried out to understand if Sdm1 is contributing to vacuole 

morphology and function in a more subtle way.   

Highlighting the possibility of a role in protein sorting, Sdm1 is predicted to interact with various 

traffic-related proteins. These include cargo sorting proteins, v-SNAREs and v-SNARE binding 

proteins, COPII vesicle forming proteins and transporters. Part of Sdm1’s role in trafficking may 

also be related to the peroxisome, as there are five peroxisomal proteins in Sdm1’s interaction 

list, further reinforcing the idea that Sdm1 may have a role in protein trafficking or sorting. 

Furthermore, Sdm1 may interactions with actin cytoskeleton proteins, and a myosin. The actin 

cytoskeleton is highly important for both polarized growth and secretion. Also on the list are 

Bud3, which is involved in bud site selection, and Skt5, which recruits chitin synthase Chs3 to 

the bud neck, where it helps place the chitin ring during bud emergence (Shaw et al. 1991), more 

direct links to bud site selection and late mitosis.   

Also, parallel to the trafficking proteins, there are a number of proteins related to protein 

processing, including N- and O- linked glycosylation, ER Associated protein Degradation 

(ERAD) pathway proteins, some of which are found in the Golgi. As will be shown in chapter 4, 

Sdm1 appears to localize to the Golgi, and therefore interactions with proteins localized to the 

Golgi and involved in protein processing and trafficking may help reveal the function of Sdm1.  
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The most over-represented GO term is that of genes with an unknown biological process, which 

unfortunately does not shed light on a potential function for Sdm1. In addition to the expected 

mitotic cell cycle and protein targeting, there were other over-represented terms. These included 

DNA repair and response to DNA damage stimulus, perhaps leading to a role of Sdm1 in DNA 

damage repair, proteolysis involved in cellular protein catabolic processes, perhaps linking Sdm1 

to endocytosis, carbohydrate metabolic processes and signalling.  

3.8 Conclusion  

The aim of this chapter was to quantify the cell separation defect of sdm1 cells, and if this defect 

was significant, to determine if Sdm1 was part of the RAM network. It was shown that sdm1 

cells have a significant defect in cell separation, although this defect is mild in comparison to 

that of the RAM mutants. In addition, sdm1 cells show other modest defects in budding patterns 

which are not statistically significant, but no other defects indicative of being involved in cellular 

morphogenesis or polarization. Therefore, the results obtained so far do not support the 

hypothesis that Sdm1 is part of the RAM network, or in a strongly related process.  

The small magnitude of the cell separation phenotype in sdm1 cells, in addition to their delay in 

reaching mid-log phase when compared to the parental strain, would suggest that these defects 

are due to an underlying, fundamental defect in sdm1 cells, which manifests as a variety of 

different but potentially connected effects. One such underlying defect might be a defect in cell 

cycle progression.  

FACS analysis was carried out on sdm1 cells, which did not show a significant delay in the cell 

cycle of sdm1 cells. However, the sdm1 strain does not reach mid-log phase at the same time as 

the parental strain, so it is still possible that this delay is not pronounced until past the time frame 

used for the FACS analysis, which was only four hours. 
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Chapter 4: Sdm1 localization 

4.1 Overview 

As with most genes in the S. cerevisiae genome, there is a fusion of GFP with SDM1 in the 

commercially available Yeast GFP Library (Huh et al. 2003). However, it does not appear in the 

Yeast GFP Fusion Localization Database (http://yeastgfp.yeastgenome.org/), due to problems in 

its localization. Accordingly, there was no visualization of Sdm1-GFP in studies by Ho, 2008. 

Northern analysis showed that this was not due to low levels of expression, as Sdm1-GFP was 

expressed at a similar level to Sdm1 in the parental strain BY4741. 

One way to increase expression, and therefore visualization, of Sdm1-GFP is to visualize cells 

under meiotic-inducing conditions. This is because Sdm1 expression is regulated by Ume6, a 

main regulator of meiosis (Williams et al. 2002). Use of these conditions allowed the 

visualization of Sdm1-GFP, and provided insights into a possible function of Sdm1. 

  

4.2 Sdm1-GFP Expression Conditions 

Sdm1-GFP visualization was carried out under two conditions that are known to induce meiosis: 

culture saturation and growth in low nitrogen media. Figure 23 shows Sdm1-GFP localizations 

under these conditions. As the images show, this localization does not overlap with the nucleus, 

where Ace2 localizes. Instead, it shows a distinct punctate pattern that might represent organelles 

residing within the cytoplasm.  
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FIGURE 23. Localization of Sdm1-GFP and nuclei (DAPI stained) in cells grown in YPD for 48 hours 

until stationary phase (saturated) and in reduced nitrogen media (Nitrogen Starved). There is no co-

localization with the nuclei, which are represented by DAPI staining of DNA (contrast was enhanced to 

enable visualization of nuclei). Scalebar: 20 μm. 

 

Since the discrete punctate pattern is not distinct enough to imply any specific organelle or 

cellular localization, cells were further analysed by using time-lapse imaging. The pattern was 

the same as the one in still images, and the localization did not change over time (Figure 24). 

This indicates that the organelle Sdm1-GFP localizes to is less likely to be a changing structure 

such as the endosome, but more likely to be the ER or Golgi.  
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FIGURE 24. Time-lapse images of Sdm1-GFP, showing very little movement of Sdm1-GFP. Images of 

the same cells grown on low nitrogen agar were taken every 20 minutes. Scalebar: 10 μm. 

4.3  Sdm1-GFP localization to the Golgi Body 

Sdm1-GFP was co-localized with BODIPY-TR, a dye that localizes to the Golgi body. 

BODIPY-TR was chosen as its absorption/emission spectra (589/617) are very different from 

those of GFP (395/509), so they can be visualized together (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen). Table 

7 shows the percentage co-localization, and Figure 25 shows representative images of the types 

of co-localization. Cells were divided into categories depending on whether they showed strong 

co-localization, weak co-localization or no co-localization. In addition, the percentage of cells 

that did not show fluorescence of either Sdm1-GFP, BODIPY-TR, or both, was counted. These 

low fluorescence cells made up 60% of all single, unbudded cells, but only 30% of all other cell 

types.  
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FIGURE 25. Representative images of the strength of co-localization of Sdm1-GFP and the Golgi body 

(stained with BODIPY-TR) in cells grown on low-nitrogen media. Cells were considered to show either 

co-localization, weak co-localization or no co-localization. Quantitative results are found in table 8. 

Scalebar: 10 μm.  

 

 

 

Co-

localization 

Weak Co-

localization No Co-localization 

 

No Fluorescence 

Single Cells 56% 17% 28% 

 

58% 

Small Budded Cells 50% 20% 30% 

 

29% 

Doublets 42% 25% 33% 

 

33% 

Multiple Cells 56% 13% 31% 

 

33% 
 

TABLE 7. Chart showing co-localization, weak co-localization or no co-localization of Sdm1-GFP and 

the Golgi body (stained with BODIPY-TR) of cells showing fluorescence, as well as the percentage of 

cells that showed no fluorescence at all. Over 150 cells were assayed, and divided into single cells, cells 

with a small bud (small budded cells), cells with a large bud (doublets) and cells in groups of three or 

more (multiple cells). On average, over 70% of cells showed some co-localization, and all groupings of 

cells showed similar levels of co-localization.  
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In all cells that had strong enough staining, co-localization occurred to some extent in around 

70% of cells, with at least 50% of cells classed as strongly co-localizing Sdm1-GFP and the 

Golgi dye. Note that sdm1 cells are able to grow on low nitrogen media, as these are the 

conditions under which the cells show enough fluorescence, and therefore the role of Sdm1 is not 

essential even during meiosis-inducing conditions. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

 4.4.1 What Does Localization to the Golgi Explain About Sdm1? 

Proteins travel from the Endplasmic Reticulum, through the Golgi body and to their next 

destination, be it the plasma membrane, vacuole, endosomes, peroxisomes, multivesicular bodies 

or the cellular exterior. As well as sorting these cargoes and sending them to the right 

intracellular compartment, the Golgi body also creates and modifies glycans attached to proteins 

that pass through it. In S. cerevisiae, the Golgi body is separated into individual cisternae and 

distributed across the cell, and they rarely come into contact with one another (for a review of the 

Golgi body, see (Papanikou and Glick 2009).  

As was shown in Chapter 3, Sdm1 is predicted to interact with proteins localized in the vacuole, 

and involved in glycosylation, mannosylation, degradation and trafficking. It also interacts with 

proteins that end up in the vacuole, peroxisome and multivesicular body. Therefore, the fact that 

Sdm1 localizes to the Golgi supports the theory that Sdm1 may interact with all of the above 

while they are traversing the Golgi. However, these qualitative results should be confirmed with 

quantitative results – measuring the strength of the overlapping signals of Sdm1-GFP and the 

Golgi marker BODIPY-TR is essential. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

Discovering the localization of a protein can help shed light into its function. Despite the 

existence of a commercially available Sdm1-GFP strain, and the presence of a GFP fusion 

localization library, Sdm1 was not one of the proteins that could be localized, due to technical 

problems. Sdm1-GFP cannot be seen under normal growth conditions, however, if the strain is 

grown in meiosis-inducing conditions, Sdm1-GFP is much more readily visible. This study 

succeeded in using low nitrogen media to visualize Sdm1-GFP.   

GFP-tagged Sdm1 was shown to overlap with Golgi markers, placing Sdm1 in the Golgi body. 

This localization helps explain why Sdm1 may come into contact with proteins destined to arrive 

at, or helping them arrive at, locations as diverse as the endosome, vacuole, peroxisome and 

multivesicular body. Knowing the localization of Sdm1 will help tailor studies to finding what 

the function of Sdm1 may be within the Golgi body. Its potential interactions with other proteins 

localized in the Golgi body will be especially important to begin to narrow down what function 

Sdm1 may have.  
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Chapter 5: sdm1 Ace2-GFP 

5.1 Overview 

After learning that sdm1 cells localize Cts1-GFP correctly (figure 18), the same was investigated 

for Ace2-GFP localization in sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells. Ace2-GFP was found to be mislocalized in 

most of these sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells, and addition of the nuclear export inhibitor Leptomycin B 

increased nuclear localization of Ace2-GFP. In addition, while the cells could not be efficiently 

synchronized chemically, synchronizing them based on size showed that the sdm1 Ace2-GFP 

strain progressed through the cell cycle more slowly than the wild-type counterpart.  

However, the strain exhibits defects, such as increased cell size and higher levels of DNA 

content than predicted during FACS analysis, which put into question the validity of this sdm1 

Ace2-GFP strain. The use of this strain was discontinued in this study. 

5.2 Chapter-Specific Methods.  

5.2.1 Synchronization of Cells with Alpha Factor  

Adapted from Day et al, 2004. Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in 5 ml of selective 

media appropriate for the strain. The culture was diluted 1:20 and grown until early log phase 

(OD600= 0.5) at 30°C, 180 rpm. Alpha factor (WHWLQLKPGQPMY, Cambridge Research 

Biochemicals) was added to a final concentration of 10 µg/ml, and incubated at 30°C, 180 rpm 

for 2 to 3 hours. To verify that cells were arrested, 10 µl samples were mounted unto a Neubauer 

0.0025 mm2 haemocytometer and examined using a Nikon 80i eclipse light microscope at room 

temperature. Cells were considered to be arrested when less than 5% of cells were budded. Cells 

were washed three times in prewarmed selective media to remove the alpha factor, and 

resuspended in selective media. Cell samples were taken every 10 minutes after cell release for 

100 minutes, and analyzed by FACS (BD LSRFortessa cell analyser). Images were analysed 

using FlowJo (TreeStar). 

5.2.2 Elutriation 

Cultures were grown in 4 L of selective media at 30°C, 180 rpm for approximately 16 hours, 

until they reached an Abs600 of 0.6 to 0.8. Cells were spun at 3,000 rpm for 4 minutes, and 

resuspended in 150 ml fresh YPD before four rounds of 2 second sonication. Cells were then 
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elutriated according to Johnston and Johnson, 1997. Selected cell fractions were checked by light 

microscopy to verify the presence of >90% of small, single cells. 

All fractions containing singlet cells were immediately pooled together and grown at 30°C, 180 

rpm. Samples were taken every 15 minutes for 4 hours. 

For FACS analysis, at each time point 1 ml of cell culture was spun for 1 minute at 13,000 rpm 

and the cell pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of 70% ethanol at 4°C. Samples were stored at 4°C 

until analysed. 

For microscopy, at each time point 1 ml of cell culture was spun for 1 minute at 13,000 rpm. 50 

μl of each sample was then spun for 1 minute at 13,000 rpm and resuspended in PEM (50 mM 

PIPES, 25 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgSO4 (•7 H2O), pH 6.7), then spread on a Poly-L-lysine slide. 

When dry, the slides were immersed in -20°C ethanol for 6 minutes, then 1 minute in 4°C 

acetone. Once dry, the slides were stained for 20 minutes with 2 μg/ml DAPI, washed with PEM 

and visualized.  

For Northern analysis, at each time point 50 ml of cell culture was spun at 3,000 rpm for 5 

minutes and the supernatant discarded. Cell pellets were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, 

ready for RNA extraction. 

5.3 sdm1 Cells Mislocalize Ace2  

While sdm1 cells have the same Cts1-GFP localization as the parental strain, and similar 

expression levels of ACE2 (Ho, 2008), Ace2 may be mislocalized. This appears to be the case in 

sdm1 cells (Figure 26). This effect seems to be due to Ace2 being exported from the nucleus, not 

due to a problem in its import– cells treated with 100 ng/ml Leptomycin B (LMB, which blocks 

Ace2’s exporter Crm1 from acting) show localization of Ace2 to the nucleus. Figure 27 shows 

the extent of this localization defect. This localization disappears 30 minutes after cells have 

been washed clear of LMB using 1x PBS. Untreated sdm1 cells have around 15% Ace2-GFP 

localization, compared to 40% in BY4741. These levels increase dramatically upon LMB 

addition: Ace2-GFP localization levels rise by 45% in sdm1 cells, to over 60% localization with 

LMB, while BY4741 rises up to 50% localization. Washing cells with PBS and allowing them to 

grow for 30 minutes returns localization to pre-LMB levels, under 40% in BY4741, and around 

15% in sdm1 cells.  
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FIGURE 26. Ace2-GFP is localized to the nucleus more often in the control cells (BY4741 Ace2-GFP) than in sdm1 cells (sdm1 Ace2-GFP). 

Localization percentages are shown in Figure 25. Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD, diluted and grown for three further hours 

before the addition of DRAQ-5. Scale bar: 20 µm.  

 

Figure 27. Ace2-GFP localization in the parental strain BY4741 

(Ace2GFP) and sdm1 cells (sdm1 Ace2GFP). Cells were grown 

overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD, diluted and grown for three 

further hours before the addition of DRAQ-5. Samples were then taken 

when cells were untreated (-), treated with LMB (+) and 30 minutes 

after washing LMB with 1x PBS (30). sdm1 cells had a lower 

percentage of localization than the control strain (less than half of the 

control’s localization), however localization highly increased upon 

addition of LMB (much more so that in the control), and went back to 

normal levels 30 minutes after washing. Over 500 cells were counted. 

Error bars represent standard deviation. 
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5.4 Crm1  

Unlike S. pombe, most S. cerevisiae strains contain an allele of Crm1 that is resistant to 

leptomycin B, with a T539C mutation rendering them sensitive (Neville and Rosbash 1999), see 

figure A1). Crm1was sequenced in Ace2-GFP and sdm1 Ace2-GFP strains, to see if they should 

be sensitive to the drug. However, we found that our strains do not contain the mutation, and 

therefore should not be sensitive to Leptomycin B (data not shown).  

The strains were therefore grown on a high concentration of Leptomycin B, which should inhibit 

growth of sensitive strains. Figure 28 shows that all strains could grow even on 100 ng/ml. 

However, because the effect on Leptomycin B on Ace2-GFP localization was so promiment, we 

looked at other GFP-conjugated Crm1 exported proteins. Yap1-GFP is normally found in the 

cytoplasm, or in the nucleus during stress, Dbp5-GFP in the nuclear periphery, and Hog1-GFP in 

the cytoplasm, or nucleus during stress (http://yeastgfp.yeastgenome.org/; Kuge et al. 1997; 

Ferrigno et al. 1998). Figure 29, and representative images in figure 30, show their respective 

localizations without Leptomycin B, with Leptomycin B, and 30 minutes after washing the drug 

off. While Hog1-GFP seems to show very little difference in localization, Yap1-GFP and Dbp5-

GFP appear to be affected by Leptomycin B. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 28. Growth of BY7471, Ace2-GFP and sdm1 

Ace2-GFP in YPD media containing 100 ng/ml 

Leptomycin B. 

 

 

 

 

http://yeastgfp.yeastgenome.org/
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FIGURE 29. Localization of Hog1-GFP, Yap1-GFP and Dbp5-GFP in unsynchronized cells (Control), 

with 100 ng/ml Leptomycin B (With LMB) and 30 minutes after washing off Leptomycin B (LMB 

Washed). The numbers in the Y axis represent the percentage of cells with the indicated localization.  
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FIGURE 30. Representative images of Hog1-GFP, Yap1-GFP and Dbp5-GFP in untreated control cells 

(Untreated), with Leptomycin B (+Leptomycin B) and 30 minutes after Leptomycin B was washed away 

(Washed). Scalebar: 20 μm. 

 

 

5.5 Size and Separation Alterations in sdm1 Ace2-GFP Cells 

The effect of LMB on sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells raises questions about the strain. An initial 

inspection of sdm1 cells under higher magnification reveals that they are larger than the parental 

strain, BY4741 (Figure 31).  

In order to quantify this difference in size, BY4741 and sdm1 cell area, long and short axes were 

measured in Table 8. Compared to BY4741 cell area (averaging 26 μm), sdm1 cell area 
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(averaging 58 μm) is over 100% larger. Cell areas were determined from measurements of cell 

images, and therefore these areas might vary depending on the cell orientation and the plane at 

which the cells were photographed; however, the increase in area is substantial. Additionally, the 

long and short axes of sdm1 cells (averaging 9.4 μm and 7.7 μm) are around 50% longer than 

those of BY4741 (averaging 6.3 μm and 5.3 μm). This shows that there is a phenotype of sdm1 

Ace2-GFP cells that cannot be explained as the sum of phenotypes of sdm1 cells and Ace2-GFP 

cells.   

   

 

FIGURE 31. Representative images of A) Ace2-GFP and B) sdm1 Ace2-GFP, showing sdm1 conveys a 

larger cell phenotype. Cells were grown overnight in YPD, diluted and grown to early log phase. 

Scalebar: 20 μm.  

 

 

 

Area Short Axis Long Axis 

Ace2-GFP 26.17   ±   6.04 5.3 ± 0.6 6.3 ± 0.8 

sdm1 Ace2-GFP 58.14   ± 17.28 7.7 ± 1.4 9.4 ± 1.2  

 

TABLE 8. Comparison of the area, long and short axis of BY4741 and sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells, with 

standard deviations. Over 100 cells per strain were measured.  
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Due to these differences in cell size, sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells might have different phenotypes than 

the original sdm1 strain that was tested (see Chapter 3). Therefore, sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells were 

assayed for cell separation defects, and compared to the sdm1 strain initially tested. They were 

also compared to Ace2-GFP cells made by Ho, 2008, in case there was an effect derived from 

adding a GFP tag to Ace2. Figure 32 shows that cell separation in sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells is most 

similar to that of sdm1 cells, although it seems less pronounced. The initial study, in section 3.2, 

counted more cells, and that could be partially to blame for the discrepancies. However, both 

sdm1 strains were markedly different from the parental BY4741 strain, and the Ace2-GFP strain 

constructed by Ho, 2008. Furthermore, the similarity between Ace2-GFP and BY4741 shows 

that the GFP tagging process has not affected cell separation. 

 

FIGURE 32. The percentage of singlets, doublets, and multiple cells attached in the parental strain 

BY4741 and in sdm1 cells (see section 3.2), as well as sdm1 Ace2-GFP and Ace2-GFP cells. Both strains 

lacking Sdm1 showed both a reduced percentage of singlets and an increased number of doublets and 

multiple attached cells compared to BY4741 and Ace2-GFP. Over 700 cells of each strain were counted 

in three separate replicate assays. Error bars represent standard deviation.  
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5.6 sdm1 Cells Have a Defect in Cell Cycle Progression  

As Ace2-GFP localized more slowly in sdm1 cells, we tried to test whether sdm1 cells 

progressed through the cell cycle in a normal fashion. An initial time-lapse assay indicated that 

sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells might have a defect in cell cycle progression. Figure 33 compares time-

lapse image of Ace2-GFP and sdm1 Ace2-GFP, where the sdm1 strain takes longer to advance 

from bud formation to cell separation. Note that sdm1 cells create a new bud on the opposite side 

of the cell as the previous bud, showing increased distal budding. 

To check if sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells had a defect in cell cycle progression, they were synchronized 

with α-factor. This mating factor arrests cells at the G1 phase, and is a standard method for cell 

synchronization (Day et al. 2004). After synchronization and release back into the cell cycle, 

samples were taken at 20 minute time points for three hours. These cells were fixed in 70% (v/v) 

ethanol, stained using propidium iodide (PI) and analyzed using FACS. PI is retained in fixed 

cells where it irreversibly binds to DNA bases, therefore it is used to show their DNA content, 

which indicates at what stage of the cell cycle cells are in. Figure 34 shows that sdm1 cells seem 

to have a delay in entry to the cell cycle of over 60 minutes when compared to the parental strain 

after release from cell cycle arrest. bud31 was used as a G1 transition defective control. 

However, as can be seen in the initial time point, when cells should be almost entirely in the G1 

phase, sdm1 cells do not seem to be synchronized as effectively as Ace2-GFP cells. Therefore, 

this method of synchronization was not effective enough for accurate FACS studies.     
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FIGURE 33. Time-lapse imaging of Ace2-GFP and sdm1 Ace2-GFP at 20 minute intervals from the time of initial budding, growing static in agar 

medium. Scalebar: 10 μm.  
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FIGURE 34. FACS analysis of bud31, Ace2-GFP and sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells. The numbers show the time 

(minutes) from washing of α-factor. Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD, diluted 1:20 in 

YPD and grown under the same conditions for 2 hours before being synchronized with α-factor. After a 

three hour synchronization, cells were washed, resuspended in fresh YPD and grown at 30°C, 180 rpm, 

samples being taken at 20 minute time points. Not all cells were efficiently synchronized. 

 

bud31 
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5.7 Synchronization 

In order to perform localization studies of Ace2-GFP during the cell cycle, more efficient 

synchronization methods should be used. We selected three chemical methods to optimize for 

synchronization: α-factor, a mating factor which stops the cell cycle and leads to the creation of 

mating projections, nocodazole, which interferes with the polymerization of microtubules, and 

hydroxyurea, an inhibitor of DNA synthesis. 

However, none of these methods synchronized sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells sufficiently for use in our 

studies, even after extensive attempts at optimization (representative images can be seen in 

Figure 35). The addition of α-factor should cause cells to form schmoos, and while Ace2-GFP 

cells had under 7% of budded cells, 30% of sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells were still budding, even at 

high concentrations and longer times spent in α-factor. 

Exposure to nocodazole should produce cells with large buds, however, only 58% of Ace2-GFP 

cells had large buds, and only 41% of sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells had large buds. There was a similar 

result with hydroxyurea, where neither Ace2-GFP nor sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells acquired over 95% 

budded cells, only 66% and 78%, respectively. These results are also likely distorted by the fact 

that the lack of Sdm1 might cause cells to spend longer in the budded state than the parental 

strain (See Section 3.2). 

Even increasing the amount of time cells were left in these synchronization factors, for as long as 

6, 8 and 20 hours, did not give cell populations that were synchronized enough to be used in our 

studies (data not shown). 
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FIGURE 35. Representative images of Ace2-GFP and sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells synchronized with α-factor, 

nocodazole or hydroxyurea. The percentages refer to the percentage of budded cells found in the sample. 

Scale bar: 20 μm.   

 

5.8 Timelapse Localization of Ace2-GFP in sdm1 Cells 

The reduced nuclear localization of Ace2-GFP in an unsynchronized sample could, alternatively, 

represent a delay in its nuclear localization. In order to distinguish between these two 

possibilities, we first looked at how long it took Ace2-GFP to localize to the nucleus after cells 

had begun budding. While Ace2-GFP localized at the nucleus around 68 minutes after budding 

initiation, sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells took approximately 72 minutes (Table A4). This difference is 

not considered to be statistically significant (unpaired t-test, P: 0.2648). 

5.8.1 Ace2-GFP Localization Based on Mother-Daughter Size Ratio 

Another way to find when Ace2-GFP localizes in sdm1 cells is to compare Ace2-GFP 

localization to the Daughter-Mother size ratio. This ratio correlates with cell cycle progress, and 

can be used even when cells are unsynchronized. After taking pictures of unsynchronized cells, 

the Volocity program (Perkin-Elmer) was used to find the areas of mother and daughter cells 
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(see Tables A5 and A6). Based on our hypothesis, Ace2-GFP nuclear localization should occur 

at a larger Daughter-Mother ratio, as it would localize late into the cell cycle. However, while the 

ratios in which localization occurred were fairly constant on each slide, they weren’t constant 

across slides. This problem, likely due to minor changes in focusing, made the process too 

inaccurate to be utilized.  

5.9 Elutriation 

As sdm1 cells could not be synchronized chemically, they were synchronized using centrifugal 

elutriation. This process separates cells of similar size, shape and mass by altering the 

equilibrium between centrifugal force and counterflow (see figure 36 and (Johnston and Johnson 

1997)). In S. cerevisiae, cells of a similar size are in a similar stage of the cell cycle, and 

therefore this separation can be used to collect cells beginning a new cell cycle, in the G1 phase. 

Even though sdm1 cells clump together, gathering only the smallest cells ensures that only 

unbudded cells in G1 are used, and is therefore a highly adequate synchronization method.  

Figure 35 shows the progress of Ace2-GFP and sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells after they have been 

synchronized, and allowed to grow as normal on YPD media for the indicated number of 

minutes. Ace2-GFP cells increase their number of budding cells following the pattern seen by 

Johnston and Johnson (Figure 36f), with the cycling more pronounced in the first cell cycle, and 

the population synchrony falling in later cell cycles. Ace2-GFP cells showed three peaks during 

the 240 minute investigation, the first of which occurred between 75 and 105 minutes.  

On the other hand, sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells show a much slower cell cycle. There are only two 

visible peaks, the initial peak appearing at 120 minutes, and a less defined secondary peak 

around 225 minutes. This shows that the lack of Sdm1 causes slowing down of the cell cycle. 

Using the same samples, cells were visualized under the fluorescent microscope, and for every 

time point, the percentage of cells localizing Ace2-GFP to the nucleus was quantified (Figure 37, 

green line). As can be seen, the percentage of Ace2-GFP localization correlates with the 

percentage of budded cells- a logical finding, as Ace2-GFP localizes to daughter cells while still 

attached to their mothers. However, the parental strain shows more Ace2-GFP localization than 

the sdm1 strain, especially during the first cell cycle.    
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FIGURE 36. The principle of elutriation. Centrifugal force operating on cells in the elutriation chamber is 

opposed by a counterftow of medium. Cells within the chamber migrate to a point where the two forces 

acting on them are at equilibrium. Once all cells are loaded and at equilibrium they are advanced to the 

elutriation boundary (broken vertical line) by increased counterflow. Once at the boundary, slight 

increases in flow rate drive the smallest cells out of the chamber and fractions can be collected. (a-c) 

Diagrammatic representation of cell loading, advancement to the elutriation boundary and elution. (d and 

e) Photographs through the viewing port of yeast cells in the elutriation chamber. Note the sharp front 

between cells and medium in (d) and the concentration of small cells in (e) when the population is 

advanced to the elutriation boundary. (f) Sample budding curve of a synchronous culture established by 

elutriation. From Johnston and Johnson, 1997. 
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FIGURE 37. Percentage of cells that were budded (red) or unbudded (blue) in the Ace2-GFP strain 

(above) and sdm1 Ace2-GFP strain (below), with respect to the number of minutes after cells left the 

elutriator. Ace2-GFP nuclear localization (green) is also shown. Around 100 cells were counted per time 

point per strain. Error bars represent standard deviation. 
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5.9.1 Synchronized FACS 

Now in possession of synchronized cell samples, FACS analysis was redone on BY4741, Ace2-

GFP and sdm1 Ace2-GFP (Figure 38 and Figure 39).  

Various things can be deduced from figure 38. Firstly, sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells (red) were 

efficiently synchronized by this process, more so than BY4741 (grey) and Ace2-GFP (blue): the 

results at 0 minutes show that sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells have a higher proportion of cells in G1 (its 

left-most peak) than G2 (right-most peak). The next observation is that, while Ace2-GFP and 

BY4741 have peaks close to each other, especially after 60 minutes, sdm1 Ace2-GFP’s peaks are 

always shifted to the right with respect to the others, and therefore it’s not possible to establish 

fluorescence levels that correspond to G1 and G2 of all cells. In fact, the difference between 

Ace2-GFP’s G1 and sdm1 Ace2-GFP’s G1 is about the same as the difference between G1 and G2 

in Ace2-GFP.  

Also in figure 38, one can see that sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells progress through the cell cycle more 

slowly than Ace2-GFP and BY4741. Ace2-GFP and BY4741 have equivalent G1 and G2 levels 

only between 90 and 120 minutes, overlapping with the highest budding percentage as seen in 

Figure 35. Accordingly, sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells do not reach a very high G2 percentage, just like 

they do not reach a very high percentage of budded cells.  

Figure 39 follows Ace2-GFP and sdm1 Ace2-GFP more closely, in 15 minute time intervals, and 

once more sdm1 Ace2-GFP is seen to be shifted to the right compared to Ace2-GFP (blue line, 

corresponding to 4C, or 4 times the DNA content of the initial Ace2-GFP peak). 

These findings are reinforced by Liu et al. 2008, who showed that an overexpression of Sdm1 

leads to a G2 delay. 
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FIGURE 38. FACS 

analysis of BY4741 

(black), Ace2-GFP 

(blue) and sdm1 

Ace2-GFP (red) cells 

at various time 

intervals (minutes are 

shown within the 

graphs). PI 

Fluorescence was 

measured in flowing 

cells (10,000 per 

strain per time point). 
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FIGURE 39. FACS 

analysis of Ace2-GFP 

and sdm1 Ace2-GFP 

cells. The minutes show 

when the samples were 

taken, in minutes after 

synchronization. 10,000 

cells per strain per time 

point were measured. 

Estimates of single DNA 

content (1C) and double 

DNA content (2C), 

representing the cell 

cycle before and after the 

Synthesis phase, are 

marked in red lines, 

based on Ace2-GFP 

FACS results. These 

measures are marked on 

sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells, 

and their higher peaks 

marked as 4C, with a 

blue line, representing 

potentially higher DNA 

content.   
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5.10 Discussion 

 5.10.1 Ace2-GFP Localization and Crm1 Export in sdm1 Cells 

Initial studies using sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells seemed to show that Ace2-GFP localised to the 

nucleus in a smaller fraction of sdm1 cells than in the control strain BY4741. The addition of 

Leptomycin B to these unsynchronized cells increased the fraction of cells with Ace2-GFP 

localized to the nucleus. The fact that a drug blocking Ace2-GFP export by Crm1 increases its 

nuclear localization points towards sdm1 cells having a defect in Ace2-GFP nuclear import- with 

reduced export, Ace2-GFP nuclear levels can now build up.  

However, S. cerevisiae strains contain an allele of CRM1 that is resistant to Leptomycin B, and 

sequencing CRM1 in sdm1 Ace2-GFP showed that was also the case in this strain. These cells 

can also grow in high levels of Leptomycin B, which sensitive cells cannot.  

Testing other strains containing GFP-tagged proteins that are known to be exported by Crm1 

gave inconclusive results. Strains containing Yap1, Dbp5 and Hog1 tagged with GFP, from the 

GFP library, underwent localization. Hog1-GFP does not show a significant change in 

localization upon LMB addition; however, Yap1-GFP and Dbp5-GFP do show increased nuclear 

localization upon LMB addition. The LMB addition also seemed to affect only doublet cells, not 

singlet cells, which further raises questions about the validity of Leptomycin B studies.        

 

5.10.2 Synchronization Defects of sdm1 Ace2-GFP Cells  

The sdm1 Ace2-GFP strain was not synchronized by any of the usual chemical methods (α-

Factor, Nocodazole and Hydroxyurea), even though BY4741 and Ace2-GFP were successfully 

synchronized. While it is an interesting observation which may reflect a defect in normal cell 

cycle control, these synchronization defects make it hard to follow cells through the cell cycle, 

differentiate between Ace2-GFP mislocalization and delay, and test whether sdm1 cells have a 

cell cycle defect. Instead, elutriation was used, since it separates cells based only on a cell size 

difference. This method was able to synchronize sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells.  
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In fact, sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells appear to be synchronized more efficiently than BY4741 and 

Ace2-GFP with elutriation. This may be due to the fact that sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells are, on 

average, larger. This disparity between elutriated cell size and minimum mitosis size may be 

causing a delay in the cell cycle of sdm1 Ace2-GFP, at least in the first cell cycle after 

elutriation, as very small cells may require much time to grow large enough to undergo mitosis.  

Increased sdm1 Ace2-GFP cell size may also be the cause of increased Propidium iodide signal 

intensity in sdm1 Ace2-GFP cell FACS results. This can be seen when looking at the forward 

and side scatters, which are very different in sdm1 Ace2-GFP, indicating that size may be to 

blame for the shifting in PI intensity (data not shown). Clumping is another possible explanation 

for the irregular fluorescence, however, there should be no clumping until the second cell cycle 

is completed, and therefore is unlikely to be affecting any results before 210 minutes.  

 

 5.10.3 sdm1 Ace2-GFP Cells Have a Defect in Cell Cycle Progression  

Despite the defects in synchronization in all its forms, elutriation was able to separate sdm1 

Ace2-GFP cells based on size, taking only the smallest daughter cells, and following them for 

four hours. It was apparent that sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells have a highly delayed cell cycle. The 

correlation between Ace2-GFP localization, budding index and FACS cell cycle stages implies 

that there is an overall defect in cell cycle progression, as monitored by these various different 

parameters.  

 

 5.10.4 Strain Validity of sdm1 Ace2-GFP 

Overall, sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells are larger, not efficiently synchronized, have a cell-cycle defect 

that causes perceived mislocalization of Ace2-GFP and have an increased DNA content as seen 

by FACS. These results are not necessarily what one would expect from the assays carried out on 

sdm1 strains, and the fact that the Ace2-GFP strain from the GFP library has no discernible 

phenotypes. The one known difference between these strains comes from the time when the 
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sdm1 Ace2-GFP strain was made: the ZRT2 gene, located next to ACE2, was partially deleted 

when GFP-tagging ACE2 (Ho, 2008). 

Zhao and Eide, 1996, found that ZRT2 encoded the low affinity zinc transporter in S. cerevisiae, 

which shares a high degree of similarity to the high affinity zinc transporter, Zrt1. These two 

transporters can suppress the defects caused by the lack of the other, but are not the sole zinc 

transporters in S. cerevisiae, as even when both are deleted, cells are viable. ZRT2 expression is 

increased in response to low zinc levels, through the action of the Zap1 transcription factor, and 

is required for low affinity zinc uptake (Zhao and Eide 1997; Eide 2003).  Based on its sequence, 

ZRT2 is predicted to encode an integral membrane protein with eight transmembrane domains 

(Zhao and Eide 1996).  

None of the defects seen in zrt2 mutants in zinc replete conditions are related to the defects seen 

in sdm1 Ace2-GFP strains. Therefore, it can be assumed that the relevant phenotypic differences 

between the sdm1 and sdm1 Ace2-GFP strains are not due to a lack of Zrt2. 

 

5.11 Conclusions   

The sdm1 Ace2-GFP strain has many defects: the cells are large, they fail to separate properly, 

they appear to be somewhat sensitive to Leptomycin B despite not having the right CRM1 allele 

to convey sensitivity, they have defects in synchronization, they progress through the cell cycle 

slowly and their FACS profile looks like it would belong to a diploid cell. While some of the 

defects may explain others, such as cell cycle delays being related to Ace2-GFP mislocalization, 

which is connected to cell separation, there are various different phenotypes for these sdm1 cells, 

not all of which seem to be linked. The fact that these cells are larger than the parental strain 

suggests an error in cell size control, and the reduction of effectiveness of chemical 

synchronization may be due to an alteration in the cell cycle. sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells having a 

FACS profile shifted to the right, similarly to what might be encountered in diploid strains, and 

the fact that they are affected by Leptomycin B are phenotypes that are hard to explain for this 

strain.  
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The use of the sdm1 Ace2-GFP strain was discontinued, instead relying only on studies using the  

sdm1 strain. While sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells were being used to track Ace2-GFP, it is no longer 

possible to tell if the phenotypes of these cells are due to the Ace2-GFP addition, or due to 

something inherent to this strain. In addition, as was shown in chapter 3, the commercial sdm1 

strain does not show a defect in cell cycle progression, meaning that many of these phenotypes 

could arise from unknown differences between the strains. Therefore, until a new sdm1 Ace2-

GFP strain is generated, the strain is no longer being used.   
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Chapter 6: sdm2 Analysis 

6.1 sdm2 Overview 

Sdm2 became a target for this study for various reasons. Firstly, it interacts with both Sdm1 and 

RAM network proteins such as Cbk1 and Mob2. Secondly, SDM2 is considered to be a 

paralogue of SDM1 by the Yeast Gene Order Browser, YGOB (http://wolfe.gen.tcd.ie/ygob/, 

(Byrne and Wolfe 2005). Paralogy refers to two homologous genes arising from a gene 

duplication (Fitch 2000). While this status is considered subjective, SDM2 has appeared as both a 

paralogue of SDM1, and in yeast-2-hybrid analysis, Sdm2 is a binding partner of Sdm1.  

Therefore, most studies carried out on sdm1 cells were additionally carried out on sdm2 cells as 

well, including cell separation analysis, roundness and budding assays, and a phenotypic screen. 

Ultimately, the sdm2 strain did not show any significant phenotypes.  

6.2 Parallels between SDM1 and SDM2 

Despite being paralogues, SDM1 and SDM2 show very little sequence similarity. Sequence 

alignment tools (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/, Pearson and Lipman 1988) show a 

maximum of 80.8% identity over a 26 nucleotide overlap (Figure A7).  

Phyre analysis was carried out on the Sdm1 and Sdm2 proteins (www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/). 

For Sdm1, the strongest model consisted only of 21 residues (8% of the sequence), and these 

residues were only modelled with 17.7% confidence (Figure A8). They correspond to the mcl-1 

specific peptide mb7, involved in apoptosis (Dutta et al. 2010). For Sdm2, the strongest model 

consisted only of 27 residues (4% of the sequence), although these residues were modelled with 

83.8% confidence (Figure A9). However, 86% of the sequence is predicted disordered, which 

cannot be meaningfully predicted, and therefore only its C terminus can be predicted. 

Therefore, both Sdm1 and Sdm2 have only small portions predicted, and their top predictions are 

highly different both in structure and in the predicted function of the domains, and so this is not a 

good indicator of their structure or function. 

 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/
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6.3 sdm2 Phenotypes 

Initial phenotypic screens showed no differences in phenotype between BY4741 and sdm2 cells 

(Figure 40).  

Most sdm2 phenotypes tested, such as roundness (figure 41), budding scar localization (table 9), 

vacuolar staining (Figure 20 and Figure 21) and synchronization (data not shown) appear to be 

the same as that of wild-type cells (for more detailed explanations of these experiments, see their 

equivalents performed with sdm1 cells, sections 3.3, 3.2.1, 3.5 and 5.6, respectively).  

As with Sdm1, the potential interactions of Sdm2 were tested using data from DRYGIN 

(Constanzo et al. 2010). Sdm2 appears to have a smaller network, comprising of only 39 genetic 

interactions. As seen in table 10, there are various statistically significant over-represented GO 

terms, the largest of which is the mitotic cell cycle, also over-represented in Sdm1 interactors. 

This appears to be the only over-represented category that Sdm1 and Sdm2 share. Unlike Sdm1, 

Sdm2 is predicted to interact with fewer genes with unknown biological processes than was 

expected, although that information does not help elucidate the function of Sdm2.  

It must also be noted that these studies are based on phenotypic defects from double mutants, if 

Sdm1 and Sdm2 perform redundant functions, for example, then an sdm1 sdm2 double mutant 

would not appear in this screen. 

 

6.4 Discussion 

 6.4.1 Lack of Distinct sdm2 Phenotypes 

Despite the promising interactions between Sdm2, Sdm1 and various members of the RAM 

network, studies on sdm2 have not yielded significant results. These cells have not shown 

changes in budding sites or states, cell roundness or vacuolar states, which one might have 

expected from Sdm2’s similarity to Sdm1. The creation of an sdm1 sdm2 double mutant will be 

key in determining if the lack of phenotypes of sdm2 cells is due to Sdm1 being able to 

compensate for this lack of Sdm2, if they are both part of similar pathways.  
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FIGURE 40. Growth phenotypes of BY4741 and sdm2 cells in the conditions listed (for descriptions, see 

Table 2). Cells were grown overnight at 30°C, 180 rpm in YPD and diluted to the indicated 

concentrations (102 to 107 cells) before plating 3 µl on the conditions listed. Cells were photographed 

without magnification using a Nikon Coolpix 4500 digital camera.  
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FIGURE 41. Histograms showing the distribution of roundness of bni1 cells (polarization defective, 

average 1.05±0.04), BY4741 (parental strain, average 1.19±0.1) and sdm2 (average 1.19±0.11). The ratio 

of cell roundness is the cell’s long axis divided by its short axis, measured using ImageJ (National 

Institutes of Health). Over 100 cells per strain were counted.  

 

  Proximal Budding Distal Budding 

BY4741 97.8% 2.2% 

sdm2 96.9% 3.1% 
 

TABLE 9. Percentage of cells showing proximal budding (budding occurred next to the previous birth 

scar) and cells showing distal budding (budding occurred opposite the previous birth scar). sdm2 cell 

distribution is not statistically significant (chi2 two-tailed P value is 0.0523).  
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Gene Ontology Function Number of Genes Fo Fe χ2 P value 

 mitotic cell cycle 6 15.4% 4.7% 9.940 0.0016 

 invasive growth in response to 
glucose limitation 2 5.1% 0.9% 7.817 0.0052 

 nucleus organization 2 5.1% 0.9% 7.817 0.0052 

 protein glycosylation 2 5.1% 1.0% 6.714 0.0096 

 regulation of transport 2 5.1% 1.0% 6.714 0.0096 

 regulation of DNA metabolic process 2 5.1% 1.2% 5.076 0.0243 

 endosomal transport 2 5.1% 1.2% 5.076 0.0243 

 DNA recombination 3 7.7% 2.4% 4.663 0.0308 

 ribosomal large subunit biogenesis 2 5.1% 1.3% 4.454 0.0348 

 cellular respiration 2 5.1% 1.4% 3.927 0.0475 

 meiotic cell cycle 3 7.7% 2.6% 3.994 0.0457 

 biological process unknown 1 2.6% 18.9% 6.790 0.0092 
 

TABLE 10. Frequency distribution of the significantly over- and under-represented categories in Sdm2 

potential interactors. The Gene Ontology Function from the Saccharomyces Gene Database lists the over- 

and under-represented functions of potential Sdm2 interactors, the Number of Genes column states how 

many of the 39 interactors were part of this GO term, Fo is the observed frequency of genes belonging to 

the GO term, Fe is the expected frequency of genes belonging to that GO term. χ2 is to three decimal 

places, the degree of freedom is 1, and the probabilities listed are all those below 0.05 (statistically 

significant) in light green if over-represented, and below 0.001 (highly statistically significant) in red if 

under-represented. Data from (Costanzo et al. 2010). 

 

 6.4.2 Sdm2 Predictions 

While our own screens failed to show this, perhaps due to a difference in strain backgrounds, 

sdm2 cells have been reported to be hypersensitive to caffeine,  sensitivity which could be 

rescued by the addition of sorbitol (de Groot et al. 2001). Mutants involved in the cell wall 

integrity pathway (such as slt2) are hypersensitive to caffeine, but their lysis can be prevented by 

osmotic stabilization with sorbitol, another indicator that Sdm2 may be involved with the cell 

wall (Martin et al. 1996).  

Sdm2 is also a potential Cdc28 substrate (Ubersax et al. 2003). Cdc28 is an important cyclin-

dependent kinase responsible for progression through the cell cycle, and phosphorylates targets 

including Ace2 (see section 1.3.1). Growth is slowed in sdm2 cells (Rad et al. 1997), also 

indicating a potential role for Sdm2 in the cell cycle.  
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While Sdm2 is predicted to interact with a variety of proteins, and is only shown to interact by 

Yeast-2-hybrid with a limited number, a study of its sequence could shed some light upon a 

potential function. Looking for conserved domains (NCBI, www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ 

structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi) showed that Sdm2 has a potential PUF domain. PUF proteins are 

conserved within eukaryotes. They bind to mRNA, causing transcriptional repression, but can 

also have roles in transcriptional activation and mRNA localization, such as Puf6 directing ASH1 

mRNA localization to the budding cell tip (Quenault et al. 2011). In addition, Sdm2 has some 

overlap with the superfamily SRP. Signal Recognition Particles, SRPs, bind the hydrophobic 

residues of certain secreted and membrane proteins, temporarily arresting their translation while 

they are translocated out of the ER membrane (Pool 2005). These, along with Sdm2’s interaction 

with Tsr120, highlight a potential role in protein transport from the ER to the Golgi. While there 

were no defects in vacuole morphology in sdm2 cells, Sdm2 could still have a role in protein 

trafficking. This is supported by the fact that sdm2 cells were found to have defects in 

endocytosis (Burston et al. 2009).  

Comparing the predicted interactions of Sdm1 and Sdm2, there is only one set of over-

represented proteins: those involved in the mitotic cell cycle. As sdm1 cells reach mid-log phase 

slower than BY4741, this classification could be expected, however, sdm2 cells appeared to be 

normal in this respect. This could, again, point to a redundant function for Sdm2 and Sdm1. 

6.5 Conclusions 

Sdm2 was chosen as a second focus of this study due to its homology with Sdm1, and Yeast-2-

hybrid interactions with Sdm1, Mob2 and Cbk1. However, even though most experiments 

carried out on sdm1 were also carried out on sdm2, no phenotypes of this strain were discovered. 

In fact, there were no significant phenotypes, even when literature would indicate that there 

should be. One study has shown that sdm2 strains are sensitive to caffeine (de Groot et al. 2001), 

implying a potential involvement of Sdm2 in the cell wall, and another suggested defects in 

endocytosis in sdm2 cells (Burston et al. 2009). The sdm2 strain was obtained from a 

commercially available library, however, de Groot uses a different strain of sdm2, and Burston 

modifies the library sdm2 strain with a reporter GFP fusion, which may explain some of the 

discrepancies.  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/%20structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/%20structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future work 

7.1 Conclusions 

The sdm1 strain mostly showed defects in cell separation and reaching mid-log phase (section 

3.2). Other tests showed that there is no significant change in vacuole morphology in sdm1 cells 

(section 3.5), despite the predicted interactions with vacuolar proteins (section 3.4). There were 

other assays which appeared to show increased distal birth scar location (section 3.2.1) and a 

slight reduction in cell roundness, resulting in more ellipsoidal cells (section 3.3); however, these 

results were not statistically significant.  

It is unlikely that Sdm1 forms part of the RAM network. While sdm1 cells show a cell separation 

defect, it is less pronounced than that of the RAM mutants, and sdm1 cells do not noticeably 

mislocalize Cts1-GFP (section 3.3.1), so chitinase mislocalization is not likely to be the cause of 

their cell separation defect. The cause is probably linked to the slow progress of sdm1 cells 

through the cell cycle, as shown by their late arrival at mid-log phase (section 3.2.1). Cell cycle 

progression was not evidently changed according to FACS analysis, (section 3.6), however, the 

changes in cell cycle may be too mild to be easily recognized using FACS analysis. 

Discovering the localization of Sdm1-GFP is an important step in understanding its function. 

Sdm1-GFP was not present in the Yeast GFP Fusion Localization Database 

(http://yeastgfp.yeastgenome.org/), due to problems in its localization under native conditions. 

Therefore, we visualized the Sdm1-GFP stain under meiosis-inducing conditions: saturation and 

nitrogen starvation (section 4.2). The conditions were chosen due to the fact that Ume6, a 

meiosis regulator, controls expression of SDM1 (Williams et al. 2002). The fact that Sdm1-GFP 

could be visualized under these conditions points to SDM1 being expressed preferentially under 

those conditions. In addition, the Sdm1-GFP signal overlapped with a Golgi dye (section 4.3). 

Localization to the Golgi strengthens a theory where Sdm1 is involved in trafficking, as the 

Golgi body is part of the cell trafficking apparatus.     

The results of studies on sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells were unexpected. These cells were shown to 

mislocalize Ace2-GFP in a LeptomycinB-dependent manner (section 5.2), despite the fact that 

this strain should not be sensitive to Leptomycin B and can, indeed, grow on high levels of 
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Leptomycin B (section 5.3). The cells also had defects in cell separation, were larger than sdm1 

and Ace2-GFP strains by a large margin (section 5.4) and showed defects in synchronization 

(section 5.6), cell cycle progression (section 5.5 and section 5.8.1), and potentially a larger DNA 

content, although the latter might be due to increased cell size interfering with FACS analysis. 

However, there were no indications in these studies as to what the difference might be between 

this sdm1 Ace2-GFP strain, and the sdm1 strain it was derived from. The addition of Ace2-GFP 

should not cause all of the defects that were seen. The most likely explanation is a problem 

during the transformation used to create this strain, and that is why use of this particular sdm1 

Ace2-GFP strain was discontinued in this study. 

 

7.2 Future work 

In order to find the strongest links between Sdm1 and the Golgi body, the use of Yeast-2-hybrid 

or similar methods could be employed. The potential interactors of Sdm1 seen in the studies of 

Costanzo et al. 2010 are only predictions, and therefore verifying that the various proteins can 

physically interact with Sdm1 will be an important step in assessing whether Sdm1 shares a 

function with their cellular processes.   

Higher resolution studies should be carried out on cells containing Sdm1-GFP. The results 

obtained thus far are not of high enough quality to be able to assess the localization of Sdm1 

within the Golgi itself. Additionally, more time-sensitive studies could be employed to determine 

how soon after exposure to meiosis-promoting media the expression of Sdm1-GFP is increased. 

Stronger quantitative methods should also be employed to gain a more accurate measure of the 

percentage of cells that localize Sdm1-GFP to the Golgi, and to obtain a more accurate 

assessment of whether Sdm1-GFP and the Golgi dye co-localize (such as finding the Pearson 

coefficient). These studies should also be extended into diploid cells, since these cells can 

sporulate and undergo meiosis, there might be interesting results for the localization of Sdm1-

GFP and its timing. 

Further investigation could be carried out on the sdm1 Ace2-GFP strain, in order to identify 

potential gene modifications that might have given rise to the abnormal phenotypes of this strain. 
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The phenotype of Ace2-GFP strains do not coincide with the differences in phenotypes between 

sdm1 and sdm1 Ace2-GFP cells, and therefore there isn’t an easy explanation for the changes. 

While the most likely reason is an error during the construction of this strain, it is possible that 

finding out what was responsible for this phenotypic change would result in the discovery of a 

gene or set of genes, or additional properties of already known genes. Some first steps might 

include sequencing the area around the Ace2 locus, to ensure correct insertion and no 

disturbances or nearby genes, as well as sequencing for Ace2-GFP locations, in case there was 

mistakenly more than one insert, or inserts in the incorrect locations.  

It is imperative that the sdm1 sdm2 strain be constructed, and all of the assays carried out on 

sdm1 and sdm2 be repeated with the double knock-out. Since SDM1 and SDM2 are paralogues, 

even if they do not share a sequence similarity, they might have overlapping functions, and 

therefore the presence of one be masking the absence of another. While this is such an important 

set of studies, there were some problems in making the double knockout strain. More attempts 

need to be made to create this important strain, or to verify if these two genes perform a vital 

function between the two of them, making this double knockout lethal. 
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Appendix 

FIGURE A1. Sequence of CRM1, from the saccharomyces genome database. The three base pair 

mutation that renders Crm1 sensitive to LMB turning Thr539 into Cys539 is highlighted in red. Neither 

the sdm1 Ace2-GFP nor the Ace2-GFP strains had a mutation in this residue. 

 

ATGGAAGGAATTTTGGATTTTTCTAACGACTTAGATATCGCTCTATTAGATCAGGTGGTA 

TCTACATTCTATCAAGGTTCAGGTGTTCAGCAAAAGCAAGCCCAAGAGATTTTGACTAAA 

TTTCAAGATAATCCAGACGCTTGGCAAAAAGCTGACCAAATTCTTCAATTCTCAACTAAC 

CCTCAATCAAAATTTATTGCCCTTTCCATCCTTGATAAATTAATTACTAGAAAATGGAAA 

TTGTTGCCGAATGATCATAGAATTGGAATTAGGAACTTCGTTGTTGGTATGATTATCTCC 

ATGTGCCAAGACGATGAAGTATTTAAAACACAAAAGAACCTGATCAATAAGTCGGACTTG 

ACTTTGGTCCAAATTTTAAAGCAGGAATGGCCTCAGAATTGGCCTGAATTTATCCCAGAA 

CTAATCGGCAGTTCAAGTTCCTCTGTTAATGTTTGTGAAAATAACATGATCGTTTTGAAA 

CTGCTATCCGAAGAAGTCTTCGATTTCTCTGCGGAACAAATGACACAAGCTAAAGCTTTA 

CATTTGAAAAATTCCATGTCAAAAGAATTTGAACAGATTTTTAAATTATGTTTTCAAGTT 

TTGGAACAAGGTTCTTCAAGCTCTCTAATAGTGGCAACCTTAGAATCTTTACTGAGATAT 

TTACATTGGATTCCTTATCGTTATATTTATGAAACCAATATTTTGGAATTATTAAGCACC 

AAATTCATGACATCGCCTGATACAAGAGCCATCACATTGAAATGTTTGACTGAGGTTTCA 

AATCTAAAAATTCCACAAGATAATGATTTGATAAAAAGACAAACTGTACTTTTTTTCCAA 

AATACTCTACAACAAATTGCCACAAGTGTGATGCCCGTGACTGCCGATCTGAAAGCCACT 

TATGCAAATGCTAACGGTAATGATCAATCTTTCTTACAAGATTTAGCAATGTTTCTAACT 

ACATATCTCGCTCGTAATAGGGCCCTTCTAGAGAGTGATGAATCGTTAAGAGAGTTGTTG 

TTGAATGCGCACCAATACTTAATTCAATTATCCAAAATCGAAGAAAGAGAACTATTTAAG 

ACGACATTGGATTACTGGCATAATTTAGTAGCAGATTTGTTTTATGAGGTTCAGCGTTTG 

CCTGCTACCGAAATGAGCCCATTGATACAGTTATCAGTCGGTTCACAAGCTATCTCAACT 

GGATCTGGCGCCCTAAATCCGGAATATATGAAAAGATTTCCATTAAAAAAACATATTTAC 

GAAGAAATTTGTTCACAGTTGAGATTGGTCATTATTGAAAATATGGTTAGACCAGAAGAA 

GTCCTTGTGGTTGAAAATGATGAAGGAGAAATTGTTAGAGAGTTCGTTAAAGAATCAGAC 

ACTATCCAATTATACAAATCAGAAAGAGAGGTTCTTGTATATTTGACCCATTTGAATGTT 

ATCGATACAGAAGAAATCATGATCAGTAAATTGGCAAGGCAAATCGATGGTTCCGAATGG 

TCATGGCATAATATCAACACTTTATCTTGGGCTATTGGTTCCATATCTGGTACAATGAGC 

GAAGATACTGAAAAAAGGTTTGTAGTTACTGTTATTAAAGATTTACTAGATTTAACGGTC 

AAGAAAAGGGGTAAAGATAATAAAGCTGTTGTTGCATCGGATATTATGTACGTCGTGGGC 

CAATATCCTAGATTTTTGAAGGCTCACTGGAATTTTCTAAGAACAGTTATTTTGAAACTT 

TTTGAATTTATGCATGAAACTCATGAGGGTGTTCAGGATATGGCATGTGACACATTCATT 

AAGATTGTTCAAAAATGTAAATATCATTTTGTTATTCAACAACCCCGTGAGTCTGAGCCT 

TTCATCCAAACAATAATTAGGGATATTCAAAAGACAACTGCTGACCTACAGCCGCAACAG 

GTCCATACATTTTACAAGGCTTGTGGTATTATTATTTCTGAAGAAAGAAGCGTAGCGGAG 

AGAAATAGATTATTAAGTGATTTGATGCAACTGCCAAATATGGCTTGGGACACTATAGTG 

GAACAATCCACTGCTAACCCAACATTGTTGTTAGATTCTGAAACTGTCAAAATTATTGCG 

AATATTATAAAAACCAATGTAGCTGTCTGCACCTCAATGGGAGCAGATTTCTATCCACAG 

TTGGGTCACATCTATTACAATATGCTTCAGCTATACAGAGCTGTTTCTTCGATGATTTCT 

GCTCAAGTTGCCGCAGAAGGTCTAATTGCTACGAAGACACCAAAGGTTCGTGGTTTGAGA 

ACCATCAAAAAAGAGATTCTGAAGCTTGTTGAGACCTATATATCCAAGGCGAGAAATTTG 

GATGATGTCGTTAAAGTGTTAGTTGAGCCATTATTGAACGCTGTACTTGAAGACTATATG 

AACAACGTTCCTGATGCAAGGGACGCCGAAGTGCTAAATTGTATGACAACAGTAGTAGAA 

AAGGTTGGTCATATGATCCCACAAGGTGTTATTTTAATTTTACAGAGTGTATTTGAATGC 

ACTTTGGACATGATTAACAAAGACTTCACAGAATATCCAGAGCATCGTGTAGAATTTTAC 

AAGTTATTGAAGGTCATCAATGAGAAATCATTTGCTGCATTTTTGGAACTACCTCCGGCT 

GCCTTTAAATTGTTTGTTGACGCTATTTGTTGGGCGTTCAAACATAACAATAGAGATGTC 

GAAGTTAATGGTCTACAGATTGCATTAGACCTAGTGAAAAACATTGAAAGAATGGGAAAT 
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GTCCCATTTGCAAATGAGTTCCACAAGAATTATTTTTTCATTTTTGTCAGTGAAACGTTT 

TTTGTTTTAACCGATTCCGACCACAAATCCGGTTTTTCTAAGCAAGCTTTGTTACTAATG 

AAGTTGATTTCTTTGGTTTATGATAACAAGATTTCGGTACCATTATATCAAGAAGCTGAG 

GTACCACAAGGAACTTCAAATCAAGTCTACTTAAGCCAATATTTGGCTAATATGTTAAGT 

AATGCATTCCCCCATTTAACATCCGAACAAATCGCAAGTTTTCTCTCTGCATTAACTAAA 

CAATACAAAGACTTAGTGGTCTTCAAAGGCACTTTGAGGGACTTTTTGGTGCAAATCAAA 

GAAGTCGGAGGTGATCCAACAGATTATTTGTTTGCTGAAGATAAAGAGAATGCATTAATG 

GAACAGAATAGACTAGAGAGGGAAAAAGCTGCCAAGATTGGTGGGTTATTAAAACCTTCC 

GAACTTGATGATTAG 

  

FIGURE A2. Sequence of SDM1, from the saccharomyces genome database.  

ATGAGTGGCACGAGGTGTTTGCTAGGCGTCGGACTACCAGTTGATGTGACTGCTACGGAA 

ACTTTGACTCATGATGAACAAGGACCAGGTGTAGAGCCAGGACCGTGTTCGCGAGGAAGT 

TCTATAGATGGTCTGCTGCCCTCGTTGCTCGGTCCACATGATGATGTGGATGACGATTCG 

GCGGCTTTTCACAAGTACATGACACTATCGCGAGATGGCGCAGGCGCCATCCATGCTCCG 

TCATTAGTCGAAGACGCCTCAAGGAACGACGACGACGACGATGATGAAGACGACGACGAC 

AGTTCCATGTCGCGAGACCTATCCAAGGCTCTAGATATGTCATCGTCATCATCGTCCAGC 

CCGCGCGTTCAAAGTCGGCGGCACCGTAGTTCTGTGAGCGCAATATCTGCAATCTTACAC 

CAAGGAAAATCTGGCCGCGAAGACATAACTGGAAGCCTTAGCGTTCCGGCAGAACAAGAA 

AAACTCAGTTTTCTTGCCAAAGCCTCGAGTATTTTCTTTCGAAGGAACAGTATGCCCAGA 

GACAAACATACGCATTCAGTATGTCCCGCTAGCCGCCCAGATTCCGAGAGATTTATCGTC 

ACATCTGCAGCCGCGCAGTCTTTACGCCGCCAACAACAACTGGAAGACGCTCAGTACGCT 

CGAGTTATTACAAACTTTCGTACTATAGGATGGTGCTCTCCCAGCGAGATAGAGTCTGTG 

GAATATAAACGGTCCTTGATCAATGCGGAGTGGGACGAAAAGATCTCGCTTTTGTCTCAC 

GCGCAATGCTATAAATAA 

 

 

FIGURE A3. Sequence of SDM2, from the saccharomyces genome database.  

ATGGAACACCAAGATAGTTCGCCACCTAGATTCAGGAACTCTGGCTCTAATAGAGTCACT 

GTGTATAACGGTACTACCCTGCCTACGATGCCCAAGAGCGCCACACCAACATCGAGCTCA 

ACAACAGTTACTACGCATTTGCAAAATATTAAGGAGGAGGAAACAAACGATGACGAACTC 

ACCCAAGTGGATCGTTCATCTCCTCGTGTTTTGGGGAGGATCTCCTCTACGTCCTCATCT 

TCATCCAATATTGATTTGCGCGATAACTTGGACATGTTACACGAAATAGAAAAATCAAAT 

ACTAATATTTCTTTATCAGCTCCTAATTTGCATGAGGAACTGGGCGTTCTCAGCGATAAA 

GGTAACAGTAAAGAAGAATTGGCTTTGTTACCACCTTTACCTCACACAGGAGAAATGGAA 

ATCACTCCACAATTTGATATCAACGAGGCTATTTTTGAACGAGATGACATCAGCCACTCT 

TCAAGGCTAGAACCAGATGACGTGTTAACAAAGTTAGCGAACTCTACTCGAGATGCTACG 

GGTGAAGATCAGGGGTTTGTTGTCATGACTCATGGCCACGATGCGTCGACAAACGACGAT 

TCGCAATTAAGCGCTACTATTCTTGACAATCAGACGTCATTTGATCTTTCTAAAGCTCTA 

GAGATGACTAGCCATTCAAATATTTCTAATATTATTAATAGTTCCGGTTCTGAGGGAAGA 

CGTTCAAGGACACCGGTAAGCAATTCCACTCTGAAACCAAATTTATCATCTCCTGAAAGC 

GCAGAACGTGAAGCAAACACGACTTCGTCCTCCTCTACGTCGGATCACGGGGCAACAATG 

CAATATGATCCCAAGAAAATAATAACTCCAATTCCTGTTTTACCTTCCTCTGTCCGTGAA 

CAGCAACAGAACAATGCACCTTTGAGAGAAAGAAGCAGATCTAATTCTAGTGCACTGGCA 

TCTACACTGAGAGATACGATCATTTCAGGACTGCCTCAAAATATTAATTCTGTAGAAAGA 

AAGTTATCAAGGAAGAGTAACAGGAGTAGGAAGAATACGGTGACTTTTGAAGATCGTCTT 

CAGAAATTGCCACCCTTAAGCACCCAAATTTCGAACCAGTACGCCAAGGTAGCACCAGCT 

GAGAACAATATCGCCTTACACTTTCATAACTTACCTACACCAGTATCAAACACTCAAACG 

CCTGTTACGTTTCAGTCTGAATCCGGACTGACAGGGGGAGAAAAGAAAATGCCTTTTTTG 

AGAAGAGCATCTAGTGCCCTATTAAGAAAGACATCTGCCAAAAATTGCTCCAATTTAACC 

AGAACAAATACACCTACTTTATCGACATCCTCAACATTTGAGTCAGATCTAAATGCTCGG 
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CAGCCCATGCTAATTCGACGATCTTCCACTATTGATAATAAACTACCTAGGAGGCAGCTT 

TCGTGCTCGAAGCTTTATTCGCGCCTCAATTCGGACAGCAAGTTTGCGAATAGCAGTCGA 

GCTTCGGAGGAGGTCTTAGTGTCCACTCCAAATGACACAGAACACGTCTACAGAAAGACA 

TCTCTAGGTTCTAAGATAAAGAGAGGTTTTACTAGAATATTGAGCGACAGTAATAATAGT 

AAGGAAATTCTCACTTTATCACCCAAATCTATGGTGACTACGGGGCCTACAGAATTGTCG 

TTTTCCTCTTTATCAACCGTGGGAGGACATCCGACAACGCCAGTCTCAAAAGAAAATGAT 

CGAGTTTCAATAGATGGCGTGAGTACATTTAATCGAGCATCAACATCTCTTCCAGAATCA 

TCAACAGACGACATCTCTCCACTACGCGAAGAAGGTAAGATTAATGTTCCTAAAAGAACG 

TCAAGTAGAAAGATACTGTCTAAAAATTCAAGCAAAAAAAATGTACTGCCTGAACAGCAA 

ACAAAGCCAAGTGAAATATATCTGGATAAAGAAGCCTTACAAAGTTTTGTTCCCGTACTC 

TCTGTCACAGAGGGTACTCATCGCATCAATCGCTCGTCGTTACAAACGCAATCTACCATC 

GGATTATGCATTACCAATTTAAGAAACAAAGAAGGCATGAAGCTCAATGCCAAGGAATAC 

GTGGAAATCCTGGCTCAGCAGCAACGCAAGGAAGATGAAAGGTATGCTGTTTTGGAAAGA 

AAATTTGCATCTTGTAGATGGTGCAGTGATAAGGACCTGCAGTATTTGAAAAAGAAACGA 

ATTTCCATGAATAAGATATGGTCTGATTATGTCCGATTTTACCGTGGAAAGTTGAACAAC 

CCATGA 

 

TABLE A4. Time between cell budding and Ace2-GFP nuclear localization, in minutes. 

Ace2-GFP sdm1 Ace2-GFP 
 60 60 
 80 110 
 60 100 
 80 80 
 60 160 
 60 100 
 80 80 
 100 70 
 80 80 
 80 80 
 100 80 
 100 100 
 80 100 
 120 100 
 120 100 
 120 100 
 80 90 
   60 
   140 
   80 
   100 
   80 
   110 
 85.9 93.9 Average 
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TABLE A5. Localization of Ace2-GFP in the parental strain, according to the ratio of mass between 

daughter and mother cells. Mass is measured in pixels using volocity. 

  
Mother/Daughter Ace2-GFP  

Cell 
Area 
(px) 

Area ratio Localization 

D1 2771 2.01 No 

M1 5574 
  

D2 1052 5.11 No 

M2 5371 
  

D3 1662 2.22 No 

M3 3684 
  

D4 3203 1.46 No 

M4 4663 
  

D5 2874 2.00 No 

M5 5759 
  

D6 1041 5.12 No 

M6 5326 
  

D7 2058 2.45 No 

M7 5046 
  

D8 987 6.56 No 

M8 6478 
  

D9 3353 1.34 No 

M9 4493 
  

D10 407 18.03 No 

M10 7339 
  

D11 1584 3.73 No 

M11 5910 
  

D12 568 10.35 No 

M12 5881 
  

D13 2372 2.09 No 

M13 4963 
  

D14 3721 1.63 Yes 

M14 6054 
  

D15 3381 1.79 Yes 

M15 6039 
  

D16 718 7.85 No 

M16 5638 
  

D17 886 5.91 No 

M17 5240 
  

D18 3389 1.96 No 
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M18 6628 
  

D19 1743 3.71 No 

M19 6460 
  

D20 4015 1.49 Yes 

M20 5977 
  

D21 1656 2.76 No 

M21 4566 
  

D22 3169 1.86 Yes 

M22 5901 
  

D23 3589 1.73 Yes 

M23 6204 
  

D24 2385 3.24 No 

M24 7738 
  

D25 1330 3.85 No 

M25 5122 
  

D26 3108 1.81 Weak 

M26 5614 
  

D27 3156 2.52 No 

M27 7944 
  

D28 1228 5.81 No 

M28 7129 
  

D29 3451 1.77 Yes 

M29 6125 
  

D30 2544 2.27 No 

M30 5763 
  

D31 3928 1.78 No 

M31 6980 
  

D32 4526 1.65 Yes 

M32 7469 
  

D33 2339 2.21 No 

M33 5179 
  

D34 1314 5.32 No 

M34 6991 
  

D35 725 8.12 No 

M35 5885 
  

D36 2533 2.24 No 

M36 5679 
  

D37 1779 3.25 No 

M37 5786 
  

D38 3254 1.98 No 
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M38 6446 
  

D39 4041 1.45 No 

M39 5861 
  

D40 3833 1.78 Yes 

M40 6823 
  

D41 1334 3.94 No 

M41 5255 
  

D42 1889 2.88 No 

M42 5433 
  

D43 4210 1.37 No 

M43 5763 
  

D44 2246 2.20 No 

M44 4938 
  

D45 3393 1.45 Yes 

M45 4907 
  

D46 2653 2.36 No 

M46 6272 
  

D47 2423 3.11 No 

M47 7525 
  

D48 1711 3.48 No 

M48 5948 
  

D49 3697 1.41 No 

M49 5197 
  

D50 763 8.53 No 

M50 6511 
  

D51 5512 2.02 Yes 

M51 11110 
  

D52 1334 4.74 No 

M52 6323 
  

D53 2571 2.11 No 

M53 5436 
  

D54 1212 4.83 No 

M54 5851 
  

D55 1958 3.08 No 

M55 6035 
  

D56 1877 3.40 No 

M56 6375 
  

D57 4459 1.13 No 

M57 5040 
  

D58 1860 5.29 No 
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M58 9831 
  

D59 3023 1.77 Yes 

M59 5360 
  

D60 4194 1.68 Weak 

M60 7052 
  

D61 1066 5.87 No 

M61 6254 
  

D62 1537 4.94 No 

M62 7594 
  

D63 3870 1.75 Yes 

M63 6765 
  

D64 3674 1.70 Yes 

M64 6257 
  

D65 864 7.31 No 

M65 6316 
  

D66 3013 1.88 No 

M66 5678 
  

D67 2677 2.01 No 

M67 5394 
  

D68 2891 2.34 No 

M68 6756 
  

D69 2097 2.73 No 

M69 5718 
  

D70 3724 1.95 Weak 

M70 7278 
  

D71 576 8.70 No 

M71 5009 
  

D72 4198 1.52 Yes 

M72 6374 
  

D73 1611 3.33 No 

M73 5372 
  

D74 3725 1.68 Yes 

M74 6272 
  

D75 2999 2.12 No 

M75 6369 
  

D76 862 6.91 No 

M76 5957 
  

D77 2160 3.18 No 

M77 6869 
  

D78 2571 1.56 No 
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M78 4001 
  

D79 3050 1.43 No 

M79 4371 
  

D80 1552 2.48 Yes 

M80 3851 
  

D81 1514 2.55 Yes 

M81 3857 
  

D82 1444 2.83 No 

M82 4090 
  

D83 1801 2.14 No 

M83 3846 
  

D84 2276 1.65 No 

M84 3752 
  

D85 3143 1.53 No 

M85 4806 
  

D86 2109 1.91 Yes 

M86 4036 
  

D87 1684 2.23 Yes 

M87 3757 
  

D88 1917 2.04 Yes 

M88 3902 
  

D89 1462 2.59 Yes 

M89 3784 
  

D90 1517 2.89 No 

M90 4379 
  

D91 478 12.61 No 

M91 6027 
  

D92 2414 1.74 No 

M92 4211 
  

D93 698 5.72 No 

M93 3990 
  

D94 2314 1.92 No 

M94 4446 
  

D95 2338 2.08 No 

M95 4873 
  

D96 1801 2.46 No 

M96 4436 
  

D97 1242 3.18 No 

M97 3946 
  

D98 2920 1.51 No 
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M98 4421 
  

D99 3010 1.49 No 

M99 4480 
  

D100 2222 2.02 No 

M100 4494 
  

D101 2300 1.60 No 

M101 3687 
  

D102 1848 2.27 Yes 

M102 4193 
  

D103 1358 3.59 No 

M103 4876 
  

D104 6159 0.97 No 

M104 6005 
  

D105 289 17.42 No 

M105 5034 
  

D106 1448 3.53 No 

M106 5117 
  

D107 1568 3.34 Yes 

M107 5242 
  

D108 1715 2.49 Yes 

M108 4271 
  

D109 1533 3.21 Yes 

M109 4919 
  

D110 2794 1.75 No 

M110 4897 
  

D111 1850 2.23 No 

M111 4121 
  

D112 3730 1.37 No 

M112 5099 
  

D113 3089 1.50 No 

M113 4639 
  

D114 3280 1.23 No 

M114 4032 
  

D115 1760 2.95 No 

M115 5198 
  

D116 3067 1.54 No 

M116 4722 
  

D117 2500 2.04 No 

M117 5089 
  

D118 2992 1.52 Yes 
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M118 4550 
  

D119 2825 1.24 No 

M119 3498 
  

D120 808 5.48 No 

M120 4424 
  

D121 1748 3.34 No 

M121 5834 
  

D122 2991 1.57 No 

M122 4685 
  

D123 2978 1.87 No 

M123 5555 
  

D124 1991 2.23 Yes 

M124 4432 
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TABLE A6. Localization of Ace2-GFP in the sdm1 Ace2-GFP strain, according to the ratio of mass 

between daughter and mother cells. Mass is measured in pixels using velocity. 

  
Mother/Daughter Ace2-GFP  

Cell 
Area 
(px) 

Area ratio Localization 

D1 3941 1.59 No 

M1 6264 
  

D2 1831 4.28 No 

M2 7828 
  

D3 1957 2.58 No 

M3 5041 
  

D4 3011 1.59 No 

M4 4791 
  

D5 3081 1.91 No 

M5 5881 
  

D6 2773 2.93 Yes 

M6 8131 
  

D7 3301 1.75 No 

M7 5763 
  

D8 2927 1.76 No 

M8 5149 
  

D9 5521 1.07 No 

M9 5932 
  

D10 4665 1.23 No 

M10 5752 
  

D11 3749 1.61 No 

M11 6054 
  

D12 2275 2.80 No 

M12 6369 
  

D13 2659 1.81 No 

M13 4825 
  

D14 2697 2.37 No 

M14 6399 
  

D15 2577 2.59 No 

M15 6673 
  

D16 3225 1.35 No 

M16 4347 
  

D17 2907 1.91 Yes 

M17 5554 
  

D18 1799 2.89 No 
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M18 5199 
  

D19 1413 2.94 No 

M19 4150 
  

D20 3741 1.46 No 

M20 5479 
  

D21 2946 2.36 Yes 

M21 6951 
  

D22 2495 2.52 Yes 

M22 6279 
  

D23 2160 2.94 No 

M23 6357 
  

D24 5500 1.84 No 

M24 10097 
  

D25 5588 1.22 No 

M25 6806 
  

D26 3714 2.50 Yes 

M26 9286 
  

D27 2635 2.60 No 

M27 6848 
  

D28 1775 3.73 No 

M28 6625 
  

D29 973 7.54 No 

M29 7337 
  

D30 3137 2.38 No 

M30 7451 
  

D31 2756 2.46 No 

M31 6785 
  

D32 3722 2.43 No 

M32 9048 
  

D33 3340 2.13 Yes 

M33 7106 
  

D34 3067 2.48 No 

M34 7614 
  

D35 4356 1.50 No 

M35 6525 
  

D36 6146 1.65 No 

M36 10119 
  

D37 4334 2.45 No 

M37 10598 
  

D38 6460 1.48 No 
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M38 9585 
  

D39 2536 2.68 No 

M39 6792 
  

D40 3824 1.96 Yes 

M40 7489 
  

D41 5420 1.30 No 

M41 7023 
  

D42 3258 2.07 No 

M42 6737 
  

D43 5178 1.95 No 

M43 10115 
  

D44 3992 1.52 No 

M44 6051 
  

D45 4852 2.11 No 

M45 10228 
  

D46 4095 1.66 No 

M46 6800 
  

D47 3676 1.64 No 

M47 6031 
  

D48 2805 2.40 No 

M48 6733 
  

D49 3494 2.16 No 

M49 7561 
  

D50 6546 1.60 Yes 

M50 10479 
  

D51 3106 2.51 No 

M51 7787 
  

D52 6777 1.36 No 

M52 9199 
  

D53 2652 4.31 No 

M53 11429 
  

D54 5067 1.49 No 

M54 7548 
  

D55 1749 4.13 No 

M55 7218 
  

D56 3530 1.57 No 

M56 5532 
  

D57 4943 1.56 No 

M57 7704 
  

D58 3388 1.81 No 
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M58 6140 
  

D59 3624 1.88 No 

M59 6801 
  

D60 2018 3.94 No 

M60 7946 
  

D61 3371 2.43 No 

M61 8182 
  

D62 4260 1.77 No 

M62 7543 
  

D63 1010 7.77 No 

M63 7849 
  

D64 3500 2.10 No 

M64 7365 
  

D65 3401 2.10 No 

M65 7143 
  

D66 3538 1.93 No 

M66 6820 
  

D67 4186 1.96 No 

M67 8193 
  

D68 2398 2.98 No 

M68 7143 
  

D69 2598 2.51 No 

M69 6509 
  

D70 4443 1.88 No 

M70 8336 
  

D71 3400 1.59 No 

M71 5400 
  

D72 3307 1.53 Yes 

M72 5065 
  

D73 3295 2.77 No 

M73 9112 
  

D74 3111 2.12 No 

M74 6582 
  

D75 1123 5.86 No 

M75 6583 
  

D76 1574 4.93 No 

M76 7763 
  

D77 6089 1.30 No 

77 7903 
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FIGURE A7. Sequence alignment results for SDM1 and SDM2 (3162770).  

 

           570       560       550       540       530       520       510       500    

QUERY- GCGGCTAGCGGGACATACTGAATGCGTATGTTTGTCTCTGGGCATACTGTTCCTTCGAAAGAAAATACTCGAGGCTTTGG 

                                               :: :: :::::  :: ::::::::::               

QUERY  GTGGAAATCCTGGCTCAGCAGCAACGCAAGGAAGATGAAAGGTATGCTGTT--TTGGAAAGAAAATTTGCATCTTGTAGA 

             2110      2120      2130      2140      2150        2160      2170         

 

           490       480       470       460       450       440       430       420    

QUERY- CAAGAAAACTGAGTTTTTCTTGTTCTGCCGGAACGCTAAGGCTTCCAGTTATGTCTTCGCGGCCAGATTTTCCTTGGTGT 

                                                                                        

QUERY  TGGTGCAGTGATAAGGACCTGCAGTATTTGAAAAAGAAACGAATTTCCATGAATAAGATATGGTCTGATTATGTCCGATT 

     2180      2190      2200      2210      2220      2230      2240      2250         

 

 

FIGURE A8. 

 

Sdm1 phyre results. Image coloured by rainbow N → C terminus. 21 residues (8% of the 

sequence) modelled with 17.7% confidence by the single highest scoring template. 

PDB header: apoptosis Chain: D: PDB Molecule: mcl-1 specific peptide mb7; 

PDBTitle: mcl-1 complex with mcl-1-specific selected peptide. 

 

FIGURE A9. 

 

Sdm2 phyre results. Image coloured by rainbow N → C terminus. 27 residues (4% of the 

sequence) modelled with 83.8% confidence by the single highest scoring template. 

PDB header: protein binding Chain: E: PDB Molecule: spindle pole body component 110; 

PDBTitle: crystal structure of yeast calmodulin bound to the c-terminal fragment2 of spindle 

pole body protein spc110 
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TABLE A10. 

Chart showing the top (non S. cerevisiae) WU-BLAST hits for Sdm2, sorted by e value. Hits marked in 

grey are shared between Sdm1 and Sdm2. Overlap refers to the percentage of identical amino acids (AA) 

over a certain length of sequence.  

Organism ORF Name Function Overlap e Value 

Saccharomyces 

arboricola SU7_3160 Uncharacterized 24% of 449 AA 8.80E-240 

Naumovozyma 

dairenensis NDAI_0A08360 Uncharacterized 

26% of 721 AA, 

50% of 20 AA 9.00E-37 

Kluyveromyces 

lactis KLLA0_B11858g Uncharacterized 28% of 361 AA 7.10E-24 

Lachancea 

thermotolerans KLTH0F13552g Uncharacterized 

25% of 228 AA, 

24% of 534 AA 3.40E-20 

Vanderwaltozyma 

polyspora Kpol_1018p173 Uncharacterized 

24% of 556 AA, 

31% of 138 AA 4.50E-20 

Tetrapisispora 

blattae TBLA_0A04890 Uncharacterized 

37% of 133 AA, 

21% of 637 AA 5.60E-20 

Torulaspora 

delbrueckii TDEL_0H03290 Uncharacterized 

46% of 71 AA, 

23% of 355 AA 2.00E-19 

Zygosaccharomyces 

rouxii ZYRO0G04114g Uncharacterized 

32% of 76 AA, 

22% of 268 AA, 

30% of 80 AA, 

34% of 43 AA 3.20E-18 

Ashbya gossypii FAGOS_FAAR011C Uncharacterized 

31% of 148 AA, 

27% of 174 AA, 

66% of 12 AA 6.20E-15 

Candida glabrata CAGL0F01177g Uncharacterized 

24% of 360 AA, 

26% of 155 AA 3.90E-13 

Staphylococcus 

warneri A284_00700 

Serine/threonine 

rich antigen 20% of 607 AA 3.30E-09 

Staphylococcus 

epidermidis 

SraP / 

HMPREF1388_07728 

Membrane bound 

serine-rich adhesin 

for platelets.   

20% of 551 AA, 

22% of 120 AA 5.10E-09 

Candida glabrata CAGL0K08690g Uncharacterized 23% of 367 AA 7.10E-09 

Trichomonas 

vaginalis TVAG_032240 

Putative Flocculin 

(Serine/threonine 

rich) 18% of 672 AA 2.20E-08 

Staphylococcus 

epidermidis SERP2281 

Serine/threonine 

rich antigen 20% of 575 AA 5.00E-08 
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TABLE A11. 

Chart showing the top (non S. cerevisiae) WU-BLAST hits for Sdm1, sorted by e value. Hits marked in 

grey are shared between Sdm1 and Sdm2. Overlap refers to the percentage of identical amino acids (AA) 

over a certain length of sequence.  

 

Organism Name Function Overlap e Value 

Lachancea thermotolerans KLTH0F13552g Uncharacterized 

40% of 40 AA,  

33% of 54 AA 0.026 

Tetrapisispora blattae TBLA_0A04890 Uncharacterized 

40% of 42 AA, 

29% of 41 AA 0.61 

Thalassiosira oceanica THAOC_32771 Uncharacterized 41% of 51 AA 0.9 

Vanderwaltozyma 

polyspora Kpol_1018p173 Uncharacterized 

40% of 42 AA,  

33% of 30 AA 1.1 

Candida glabrata CAGL0F01177g Uncharacterized 

27% of 66 AA,  

36% of 25 AA 2.4 

 


